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Introduction
These clinical guidelines describe the diagnostic and
therapeutic processes involved in providing physical

nosed with ‘intermittent claudication’ based on
peripheral arterial disease;
2. to make explicit the knowledge on the effectiven-

therapy for patients with intermittent claudication.

ess, the efficiency and the bottlenecks of physical

The guidelines as such are a summary of the informa-

therapy care;

tion presented in the second part of this document,
entitled “Review of the evidence”, in which the choices
made in arriving at the guidelines are described in
detail. The guidelines and the review of the evidence
can be read separately.

3. to enhance an unequivocal approach in daily
practice;
4. to change the care in the desired direction based
on current scientific research;
5. to assure insight in and define the tasks and res-

These ‘KNGF-guidelines Intermittent Claudication’

ponsibilities of the professional group, and to sti-

are developed on initiative of the Dutch Heart

mulate cooperation between the disciplines.

Foundation en the Dutch Institute of Allied Health
Care. The Dutch Heart Foundation has subsidized the

Target group

development of the guidelines.

The guidelines are primarily intended for physical

Intermittent claudication is a typical complaint of

therapists in intra- and extramural health care who

peripheral arterial disease. Based on the available

treat patients with intermittent claudication based

study results in June 2002, it is not yet possible to

on peripheral arterial disease. The therapeutic prin-

establish a generally accepted exercise program with

ciples described in the guidelines can also be used in

respect to form, content, intensity and duration.

groups.

Objectives of the guidelines

Specific expertise and skills of the treating physi-

The objectives of the guidelines are:

cal therapist

1. to offer the individual physical therapist tools to

It is recommended that the treating physical therapist
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and training’ (or a comparable course) to be able to

Natural course

give the patients with intermittent claudication opti-

The life expectancy of patients with intermittent

mal physical therapy care.

claudication is on average ten years less than that

The treating physical therapist has to be able to apply

of healthy persons. The risk of dying is around 2-3

the therapeutic principles, as described in the guide-

times higher than for people of the same age without

lines, in groups.

symptoms of intermittent claudication. In time 75
percent of the patients with intermittent claudication

Advise regarding the physical therapy practice and

experiences a stabilization or improvement of the

equipment

complaints. In 25 percent of the patients known to

In order to be able to provide optimal physical therapy

have intermittent claudication the complaints get

care to patients with intermittent claudication, it is

worse within five years. Eventually, circa 2-5 percent

recommended that the physical therapist can use an

of the patients will undergo an amputation.

electrical graded treadmill, and a rpm (revolutions
per minute)-independent electromagnetic bicycle-

Prognostic factors

ergometer.

Intermittent claudication is a complaint of peripheral

An exercise room is recommended when instructions

arterial disease, mostly as a result of atherosclerosis.

are given in groups. A video camera and recorder

In the presence of risk factors atherosclerosis will

(with the possibility of freeze frames) might be a good

become sooner clinically manifest sooner and will

supplement for the diagnosis, especially for the gait

have an accelerated course. The risk factors for vascu-

analysis.

lar disease which can be influenced (which can influence the prognosis) are: smoking, diabetes mellitus,

Epidemiological data

hypertension, hyperlipidemia, physical inactivity,

The available data show that the prevalence of

and obesity. Risk factors which cannot be influenced

peripheral arterial disease is 19.1 percent. The pre-

are gender and age. Several risk factors intensify the

valence of intermittent claudication is substan-tially

influence of one another.

lower, namely 1.6-2.0 percent. These data relate to
the general population.

Coping with the complaints

The incidence of intermittent claudication incre-

Patients with an active lifestyle and those, who pre-

ases with the age (up to 75 years of age). In The

serve an active lifestyle despite the complaints of

Netherlands it amounts to 2.8 new cases per 1000

intermittent claudication and are able to walk ‘throu-

patients (in the primary care practice) per year (2.7

gh the pain’, are coping with their complaints in an

per mille in men, 3.0 per mille in women). This incre-

adequate way.

ases from 0.4 per mille in patients of 25-44 of age to

Patients who, on the other hand, reduce their activi-

10.6 per mille in patients older than 75 years.

ties due to the complaints and avoid walking or stop
walking as soon as the pain occurs, are coping inade-

Health problem

quately with their complaints. Rest will (on the long

As a symptom of intermittent claudication pain or

term) not reduce but worsen the complaints.

an unpleasant feeling in the legs (cramp, a burning
or oppressive sensation, tiredness) can occur, often

Referral

one-sided. Complaints occur after walking a certain

These guidelines assume a referral of patients with

distance, while walking fast, or when a patient walks

the medical diagnosis ‘intermittent claudication’

up a hill, and the complaints disappear again by rest.

by a primary care physician or by a medical specia-

An insufficient arterial blood flow to the working

list. Patients who are referred by a vascular surgeon,

muscles, during walking, is the cause of the com-

after a surgical intervention, are often diagnosed as

plaints. The localization of the arterial obstruction

patients with peripheral arterial disease. Since, by sur-

determines in which muscle the arterial blood flow

gery, the arterial obstruction has been removed, one

is insufficient. The severity of the complaints is often

no longer speaks of intermittent claudication.

being indicated by the four-points scale of Fontaine

The treatment of patients with intermittent claudi-

(see A.10).

cation is focused on the decrease of complaints, the

4
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increase of the (pain free) walking distance, as well as

•

on the decrease of the risk factors for atherosclerosis.

plaints and expectations of the patient (including

The referring physician determines whether there is a

goals with respect to activities and participation).

risk-bearing behavior that can be influenced.

•

the patient’s needs: the most important com-

the health problem with respect to nature, course

Apart from personal data (among others daily acti-

and prognosis:

vities), additional referral data include, if necessary,

-

kind and severity (impairments/disabilities/
participation problems);

information on previous and current treatment
-

interventions (such as an operation, Percutaneous

nature and location of the complaints: the

Transluminal Angioplasty (PTA)), medications taken,

pain free and maximum walking distance; wal-

blood pressure, presence of co-morbidity, diagnostic

king pace;

information (location/ extent of the vascular pro-

-

walking on a hillside; disappearance of com-

blems; ankle-arm index; walking distances/ results

plaints by at rest; decrease in mobility; pain at

treadmill test; results blood examination: peripheral

rest; nightly pain, ‘restless legs’; color/tempera-

oxygen saturation, scale according to the classifica-

ture of the foot; wounds on the foot;

tion of Fontaine).

-

onset and course of complaints;

Data on the cardiac risk level, cardiac exercise tole-

-

prognostic and risk factors:

rance and the contra-indications (for carrying out a

-

smoking, diabetes mellitus, hypertension,

treadmill test or walking exercise) are required referral

hyperlipidemia, elevated homocysteine

data for the physical therapist.

levels, age, gender, obesity, physical inactivity, family history;
-

I

Diagnostic process

exercising;
-

I.I

patient’s motivation, believe in (keep on)

Objectives

co-morbidity: among others coronary heart
disease, mobility-limiting disorders such as

The objective of the diagnostic process of the physical

osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, COPD;

therapist is to document the severity and nature of

-

coping strategy: the significance the patient

the health problem of the patient and the extent to

attaches to his complaints and the patient’s

which it can be influenced. The starting point is the

degree of control over his complaints;

patient’s needs (including the most important com-

-

psychosocial factors;

plaints). The physical therapist assesses the impair-

-

previous diagnostic procedures;

-

previous treatment interventions.

ments, disabilities and participation problems of most
immediate concern to the patient, the prognosis and,
the patient’s needs for information.

•

Assessment of the current complaints:
-

impairments/disabilities/participation problems: severity and nature (including quality

Based on the diagnostic process, that will take place
after referral by the treating physician, the question

of life);
-

if physical therapy is indicated will be answered. This

present general health status (functioning, and
levels of activity and participation);

will be done in the view of the following six scree-

-

personal factors;

ning questions:

-

current treatment: medication and other medi-

1

Has exertion capacity been reduced objectively?

2

Has exertion capacity been reduced subjectively?

3

Is there an abnormal gait pattern?

4

Is the patient physical inactive?

I.III

5

Are there problems with specific activities?

It is important to determine, through history-taking,

6

Is there a need for information/advise?

the precise health problem of the patient, the

cal or paramedical treatments;
-

the patient’s needs for information.
Recommended measuring instruments

patient’s needs and the severity of his complaints. To
I.II

History-taking

record the pain complaints and the extent of activity

By history-taking, the physical therapist tries to iden-

limitation it is recommended to use the questionnaire

tify:

Patient Specific Complaints. The Patient Specific

V-07/2004
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Complaints is a measuring instrument to determine

inspection and palpation, the previously described

the functional status of the individual patient. The

screening questions can be answered. In order to make

patient himself selects his three most important com-

the patient familiar with the testing procedure, the

plaints regarding his physical activities. Important

protocol and the realization of the test, it is recom-

complaints are the ones that are caused by activities

mended to carry out first one familiarization test

which the patient finds hard to do, which the patient

before the treadmill test actually takes place (see B4).

carries out regularly, and which the patient would

The three items of the functional assessment are:

like to carry out better. The patient has to indicate on

1

a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) how hard it is to carry

the physical exertion test, mostly the treadmill
test;

out certain activities (see appendix 1).

2

the gait analysis;

The questionnaire Patient Specific Complaints gives

3

other functional assessments.

an impression of the patient’s needs and the severity
of the complaints. The patient’s needs for infor-

1 Treadmill test

mation is mapped based on the questionnaire (see

The treadmill test is an aid to determine if there is an

appendix 1). It is recommended to make a personal

abnormal limitation of physical exertion. The limi-

information plan for the patient.

tation of the exertion can be objectively as well as
subjectively.

I.IV

Assessment

The assessment comprises:

The treadmill test as a screening instrument to deter-

•

inspection;

mine the exercise limitation objectively.

•

palpation;

During the treadmill test the pain free walking time

•

functional assessment.

or walking distance (the time/distance after the
onset of the pain) and the maximum walking time

Inspection

or walking distance (the time/distance after which

The inspection involves observing the patient in stan-

a patient has to stop due to pain) are measured. The

ding position, with most attention being given to the

result of the measurement gives an indication about

position of the back, pelvis, hips, knees and feet, and

the severity of the disorder.

observing the patient’s skin (color, trophic impair-

The physical therapist is during the testing on the

ments, wounds, color under the nails, hyperkeratosis

alert for possible complications, such as cardiac over-

of the nails)

load and leg pain without vascular cause. On indication the tension is measured during the treadmill test.

Palpation

During the treadmill test and during exercises the

The physical therapist palpates the skin, assesses tem-

American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) scale for

perature differences left-right, the presence of (pitting)

pain (4-points scale) by peripheral vascular disease

edema and (if necessary) peripheral pulsations of arte-

can be used.

ries a. femoralis, a. poplitia, a. tibialis posterior and a.
dorsalis pedis in rest, and he assesses the muscle tonus

The treadmill test as a screening instrument to deter-

of the muscles of the upper leg and calves. Palpation

mine the exercise limitation subjectively.

of the peripheral pulsations and auscultation of the

The treadmill test is also used to determine how the

arteries mentioned can also be carried out after exer-

patient copes with his complaints, if there is a sub-

tion (for example 1 or 2 minutes flexion/extension

jective limitation of the exercise capacity based on

of the foot, the lift-hang test according to Ratschow-

inadequate pain behavior or based on fear (to move).

Bürger).

With inadequate pain behavior the patient is afraid
for (the harmful consequences of) the pain. Besides

Functional assessment

inadequate pain behavior there can also be fear of

The functional assessment includes a number of

physical exercise. This fear can be paralyzing for the

items. With the results of the functional assessment,

performance ability.

together with the data gained during history-taking,

While measuring the maximum walking distance

6
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a direct relation will obviously be made with the

•

patient’s needs: which impairments, disabilities and

Has the patient problems with specific activities,
such as standing on one leg and climbing stairs?

possibly participation problems are important to the

•

Is the patient physical inactive?

patient.

•

What is the patient’s needs for information/advi-

2 Gait analysis

•

se?
Are there other disorders with higher priority than

In patients with intermittent claudication specific

intermittent claudication because they limit the

changes in the gait can be observed during walking at

patient more than the arterial obstruction does?

the moment that the (pain) complaints occur. These

•

What is the prognosis (in terms of timescale, course

changes are compensating mechanisms occurring in

of patient’s complaints e.g. impairments, disabili-

order to avoid or reduce the complaints. In term these

ties, participation problems and the in influence

compensating mechanisms may hamper the patient

of promoting and hampering factors)?

during walking.

•

the gait is abnormal in such a way that in the treatment special attention has to be paid to an impro-

Can the current problem areas be influenced by
physical therapy? If so, to what extent?

A gait analysis must be carried out to assess whether
•

Is the patient motivated to participate in physical
therapy?

vement of the coordination. The physical therapist
evaluates the quality of the patient’s gait. Preferably

I.VI

Conclusion

with the help of video-frames and the ‘gait-analysis-list

Physical therapy is indicated if one or more of the

Nijmegen’.

screening questions above can be answered with a
‘yes’ and the physical therapist thinks that the pro-

3 Other functional assessments

blem areas can be influenced by physical therapy.

The physical therapist also evaluates other activities,

When a patient can for certain reasons not be treated

such as: standing on one leg and climbing stairs. The

in accordance with the clinical guidelines, this should

physical therapist assesses which impairments might

be reasoned.

be causing the disabilities: mobility and stability of
the joints, muscle tonus, muscle strength and mus-

If there is no indication for physical therapy, the

cle length of the affected leg and the not-affected

physical therapist should contact the referring physi-

leg. The extensiveness of the functional assessment

cian for consultation and advice. If necessary, the

depends on the severity of the health problem.

patient could be referred (back) to a medical specialist.

I.V

Analysis

The decision whether ‘physical therapy’ is indicated

I.VII Treatment plan

will be made based on the interpretation of the data

After answering the questions during the analysis, a

gained from the referral, history-taking and the assess-

treatment plan should be formulated in consultation

ment. For the analysis the following questions need

with the patient (see flow chart). The treatment plan

to be answered:

includes the physical therapeutic treatment goals and

•

the priority of these treatment goals. If the patient is

Which impairments, disabilities and possibly

participation problems are most important to the

currently receiving treatment from a practitioner of

patient? For example: severity of the pain complaints,

another discipline, then both treatments will have to

mobility limitations; limitations in ADL, work, sports;

be adjusted to one another.

participation in household, work, sports, hobby’s;

The starting points for planning information provisi-

reduced quality of life; inadequate pain behavior.

on are the patient’s needs for information, advice and

•

Is there an objective decrease of the (pain free and

coaching, which would have become apparent during

maximum) walking distance?

the diagnostic process.

•

Is there inadequate pain behavior?

•

Is there fear of physical exertion?

II Therapy

•

Is there an abnormal gait?

The central goal of physical therapy is to decrease the

V-07/2004
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complaints, impairments, disabilities and participa-

distance;

tion problems. Apart from that the decrease of risk
factors for atherosclerosis is an important focal point

b increase the maximum aerobic capacity;
2

in the treatment of patients with intermittent claudi-

to decrease the subjective exercise limitation:
a

cation.

increase the pain tolerance;

b overcome the fear of physical exertion;
3

to improve the gait;

The physical therapy treatment of patients with

4

to decrease the physical inactivity;

intermittent claudication has no definite duration. If,

5

to improve specific activities, such as standing on

based on the analysis, the formulated treatment goals
are achieved, or it is assumed that the patient is able

one leg or climbing stairs;
6

to provide information/advise.

to achieve the goals by himself, without physical
therapy treatment, the treatment will end. This para-

1 Decrease the objective exercise limitation

graph describes which interventions and aids can be

An objective reduction of the physical exercise capa-

used to achieve the treatment goals.

city in patients with intermittent claudication is caused by local disorders as result of an arterial obstruc-

II.I

Providing information and advise

tion. Apart from that the inactivity will in time also

An essential part of physical therapy treatment is pro-

result in a decreased maximum aerobic capacity

viding information and advise. It forms the basis for

(maximum oxygen uptake). Increasing the maximum

the motivation and cooperation of the patient and

aerobic capacity can be a treatment goal for patients

for achieving a behavioral change. Therefore, proving

with intermittent claudication. Patients which have

information and advise is formulated as a separate

had a vascular surgical operation will often have to

treatment goal.

exercise in order to increase their maximum aerobic
capacity with respect to duration. Therefore, the gui-

Behavioral change

delines pay attention to this subject.

Behavioral change plays an important role in the
treatment of patients with intermittent claudication,

a Increase the maximum (pain free) walking distance

especially to reduce the risk factors for cardiovascular

The mean objective of exercise therapy for patients

diseases. Besides that, the behavioral change is neces-

with intermittent claudication is increasing the pain

sary to reduce the limitations of the physical exercise

free walking distance. Walking exercise appears to be

capacity and improve the gait.

an effective means to increase the (pain free) walking
distance in patients with moderate to severe intermit-

Physical activating program

tent claudication. Walking exercise is also safe and

The patient receives an activating program from the

inexpensive.

physical therapist. This is an exercise program which

The best results are seen when the walking exercise

the patient has to perform in addition to the physi-

(often on a treadmill) is performed at least three times

cal therapist treatment. In time the frequency of the

a week for at least 3-6 months, while the walking

physical therapy treatments will decrease while the

exercise is being supervised.

exercise activities performed by the patient himself

See table 1 for an example of an exercise program to

will increase in frequency and magnitude.

increase the maximum (pain free) walking distance in

An example of a such a program is described in

patients with intermittent claudication.

appendix 2.
The physical therapist might decide that the patient
II.II

Treatment goals

performs the warming-up and cooling-down parti-

Depending on the findings during the diagnostic pro-

ally on a bicycle-ergometer. Besides this program the

cess the physical therapy treatment of patients with

patient performs the activating program (see appen-

intermittent claudication can focus on one or more of

dix 2).

the following treatment goals:
1

8

to decrease the objective exercise limitation:

b Increase the maximum aerobic capacity

a

The maximum aerobic capacity is important for

increase the maximum (pain free) walking
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Table 1. Example of an exercise program to increase the maximum (pain free) walking distance in patients with
intermittent claudication.
Exercise frequency:

3 times a week;

Exercise length:

20-40 minutes per exercise session;

Exercise intensity:

40-70% VO2max or 40-70% of the heartbeat reserve or Borg-scale 11-15;

Exercise mode:

intermittent training exercises, in which is walked until a score of 2-3 on the ACSM-scale
for pain;

Exercise density:

exercise intervals of at least 3-4 minutes, (almost) complete recovery during the rest
period;

Exercise type:

walking exercise, graded if possible (if patient can keep it up);

Exercise progression: start with low intensity (40% VO2max, until score 2 on the ACSM-scale for pain, until
the patient has achieved a minimum exercise length of at least 20 minutes (5 intervals
of 4 minutes); then increase the exercise length to 30 minutes (for example 6 intervals
of 5 minutes); and only then increase the intensity whereby the patient reaches painscore 3.

intensive activities that last longer than 2-3 minutes.

2 Decrease the subjective exercise limitation

To increase the maximum aerobic capacity the

It is advised to pay attention to the psychological

patient has to exercise at least 2-3 times a week for at

condition of the patient. Being actively involved

least 20-30 minutes with an intensity of at least 50-60

in the treatment and meeting other patients with

per cent of the maximum aerobic capacity (VO2max).

intermittent claudication can already have a positive

When the data on maximum oxygen uptake are lac-

effect on the patient’s coping behavior. Within this

king, one might also take 50-60 per cent of the reser-

treatment goal two subgroups can be distinguished,

ve heart rate, 60-70 per cent of the maximum heart

with clear difference in treatment.

rate or the RPE-score of 12-13 on the Borg scale instead
of the 50-60 per cent of the VO2max. This may also

a Increase the pain tolerance

take place in intervals with exercise intervals of at

Not every patient copes in the same way with his

least 3-4 minutes.

complaints. In some patients the pain will lead to a

See table 2 for an example of an exercise program to

decrease in activities. During treatment the physical

increase the maximum aerobic capacity in patients

therapist will learn the patient not to stop at the

with intermittent claudication.

onset of pain. Learn the patient every time to walk a

Table 2. Example of an exercise program to increase the maximum aerobic capacity in patients with intermittent
claudication.
Exercise frequency:

3 times a week;

Exercise length:

20-30 minutes per exercise session;

Exercise intensity:

50-70% VO2max or 50-70% of the heartbeat reserve or Borg-scale 12-15;

Exercise mode:

continuous training exercises with and without intervals;

Exercise density:

exercise intervals of at least 3-4 minutes, none (in case of endurance exercise training)
or recovery intervals of 3-4 minutes.

Exercise type:

dynamic contractions, large groups of muscles, such as walking, cycling, spinning,
rowing, stepping, sports and play activities;

Exercise progression: start at 40-50% VO2max, increase length of exercise to 20-30 minutes; then increase
the intensity to 60-70% VO2max if it can be tolerated by the patient.

V-07/2004
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Table 3. Example of an exercise program to increase the pain tolerance in patients with intermittent claudication.
Exercise frequency:

3 times a week;

Exercise length:

20-40 minutes per exercise session;

Exercise intensity:

40-70% VO2max or 40-70% of the heartbeat reserve or Borg-scale 11-15;

Exercise mode:

intermittent training exercises, in which is walked until a score of 2-3 on the ACSM-scale
for pain;

Exercise density:

exercise intervals of at least 3-4 minutes, (almost) complete recovery during the rest
period;

Exercise type:

walking exercise, graded if possible (if patient can keep it up);

Exercise progression: walk a bit further ‘through the pain’.

bit further ‘through the pain’. The pain will hereby be

3 Improve the gait pattern

scored on the ACSM-scale for pain (see B4). With this

Specific changes in the gait pattern can be observed

kind of training the physical therapist has to be on

in patients with intermittent claudication when the

the alert for signs of overload.

pain complaints occur. When patients have com-

See table 3 for an example of an exercise program to

plaints for a longer period of time, the changes in

increase the pain tolerance in patients with intermit-

the gait pattern will not disappear just like that. Even

tent claudication.

after vascular surgery or PTA the changed gait can

Behavior-orientated rehabilitation principles (for

remain. Walking exercise focused on improvement of

example conform cardiac rehabilitation) can be

coordination can contribute to a more efficient gait.

applied in the treatment of patients who are dealing

Exercises to strengthen the leg muscles can contribute

inadequately with their complaints. In this approach,

to an increase of the walking pace.

the focus is on the situations in which the behavior
occurs, not on the under-lying pathology (impair-

4 Decrease physical inactivity

ment).

With respect to reducing the risk factors for cardiovascular diseases the physical therapist focuses

b Overcome the fear of physical exertion

specifically on a decrease of the physical inactivity.

In order to overcome the fear of physical exertion the

The objective hereby is that patient meets the Dutch

physical therapist can use the methods also used in

Standard of Healthy Moving (Exercise Guidelines).1

cardiac rehabilitation. The patients learns what the

Physical activities have to be moderately intensive

normal symptoms are during physical exertion and

and have to be kept up continuously for a relatively

how to recognize them. It is recommended that the

longer period of time. This involves dynamic contrac-

patient learns to assess the perceived exertion with

tions with a relatively large active muscle mass. The

the Borg scale. The patient also learns to recognize

exercise intensity has to be at 40-60 per cent of the

the signs of (cardiac) overload.

VO2max, or 40-60 of the reserve heart rate, or 50-70
per cent of the maximum heart rate, or Borg score

Table 4. Example of an exercise program to decrease the risk of cardiovascular diseases.
Exercise frequency:

5-7 times a week;

Exercise length:

30-60 minutes per exercise session;

Exercise intensity:

40-50% VO2max or 40-50% of the heartbeat reserve or Borg-scale 11-12;

Exercise mode:

continuous training exercise;

Exercise type:

dynamic contractions, large groups of muscles, such as walking, cycling, spinning,

Exercise progression:

start at 40% VO2max and in time increase the VO2max to maximally 50-55%.

rowing, stepping;

10
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11-12. The exercise length is at least 30-60 minutes.

duration and frequency of the treatment of patients

The exercise frequency is 5-7 times a week. See table 4

with intermittent claudication are flexible. The tre-

for an example of an exercise program to decrease the

atment will end when the patient has achieved the

risk of cardiovascular diseases.

specified goals, or when the patient has partially

5 Improve specific activities

achieved the specified goals and the patient is expec-

The history-taking and the functional assessment

ted to be able to achieve the treatment goals on his

might demonstrate that the patient experiences pro-

own.

blems while performing specific activities, such as

Based on the evaluation, the treatment plan will be

standing on one leg or climbing stairs. These activi-

modified, if necessary. When complications occur

ties are exercised in a functional manner.

during treatment the patient will (possibly) be sent
back to the referring physician.

6 Provide information and advise

If the patient’s condition did not improve the physi-

Physical therapy treatment includes providing the

cal therapist assesses whether an improvement is

patient information and advice, and support.

expected in the period to come.

Giving information and improving the compliance

When the patient has not achieved the specified

are important items in the treatment of patients with

goals but is thought to have reached his maximum

intermittent claudication.

capacity, the treatment will also be ended and the

Educating the patient forms the basis for the desired

patient will be sent back to the referring physician.

behavioral adjustments. This is a process, with a

The final evaluation takes place after 12 weeks.

behavioral change as final result. This final result

During this evaluation the results of functional assess-

can not be achieved without making the preceding

ments such as the treadmill test (pain free and maxi-

adjustments (steps). The patient’s need for advice,

mum walking distances), gait analysis, risk factors for

which becomes apparent during diagnosis, forms the

cardiovascular diseases, and psychological factors can

basis for the patient’s individual information/advise

be assessed. Appendix 3 might support the decision-

plan. In providing information and advise current

making process during the final evaluation.

information material such as brochures and video
material might be used.

II.IV Aiming for independence of the patient
An important aspect in the treatment (to maintain

II.III

(Final) evaluation

the result) is stimulating the patient to develop an

In addition to carrying out ‘continuous’ evaluation

active lifestyle.

during treatment, thorough evaluation should take

During the twelve weeks of physical therapy treat-

place after four weeks. This will be done based on

ment, the patient and the physical therapist aim at

the specified goals (in terms of improvement of the

a decrease of patient’s dependence. Therefore the

impairments, disabilities and participation problems)

physical therapy treatments may gradually take place

and the level of activities of the patient. Evaluation of

less frequently while the physical activities performed

the treatment goals takes place by means of history-

by the patient himself increase in magnitude. Finally,

taking and measurements in the functional assess-

the patient has to be able (and dare) to perform the

ment. Appendix 3 describes, for each sub-goal, evalu-

physical activities independently, that is without

ation instruments and desired final results.

physical therapeutic support, in a responsible way.

Central in the evaluation is the measuring of the

There is no scientific basis for the extent of physical

effect of the treatment on the patient’s quality of

therapeutic support. The extent to which treatment is

life. Based on the questionnaire Patient Specific

required depends on the individually specified treat-

Complaints the (improvement) of the functional

ment goals and the personal situation of the patient.

status of the patient is determined in order to check

The treatment will be ended when the specified goals

whether the most important complaints of the

are achieved, or when the patient is able to achieve

patient with respect to physical activities are impro-

the treatment goals on his own, or when no progres-

ved.

sion can be expected. See the treatment scheme in

If indicated the evaluation can take place earlier. The

table 5 for an indication.
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Table 5. Example of a treatment scheme.
Phase

Frequency of treatment

Duration of phase

Number of treatments

Phase of starting

3 times a week

1 week 3

Phase of exercising

2 times a week

4 weeks

8

Phase of exercising on one’s

once a week

5 weeks

5

Phase of maintenance phase

once per 2 tweeks

2 weeks

1

Phase of aftercare

once per month

6 months

6

own

II.V

Final evaluation, conclusion and reporting

At the end of the treatment episode, and (if necessary) during treatment, the referring physician will

III
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exchange between physicians and physical therapist,
the following five items can be helpful: Indication
setting, Consultation, Referral, Contact during treatment, and Reporting.4
II.VI Aftercare
At the end of the treatment, the physical therapist
should encourage the patient to stay active and
continue the healthy lifestyle. Exercising plays an
important part in this. In the long term, it is easier
for patients to continue exercising if it is in a form
that the patient enjoys and is carried out in a group
setting. Therefore, the physical therapist informs
the patient about the possible exercise activities (e.g.
Sporty Walking, Corefit, Heart-in-Movement).
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A
Review
General
of the evidence

In addition to the above-mentioned objectives, the

In this review of the evidence the approach adopted

KNGF-guidelines

in the KNGF-clinical practice guidelines ‘intermittent

•

tional information.

adapt the care provided based on current scientific
research;

claudication’ is explained in detail and based on scientific information. This section also includes addi-

are explicitly designed to:

•

provide insight into, and to define, the tasks and
responsibilities of the professional organizations,
and to stimulate cooperation with other professi-

A.1

Definition of the KNGF-guidelines

KNGF-guidelines

ons.

are defined as ‘a systematic develop-

ment form a central formulated guide which has been

The recommendations in these guidelines are neither

developed by professionals focusing upon the context

obligations, nor meant as a straitjacket. If this is aug-

of the methodic physical therapy treatment according

mented it is possible to deviate from the guidelines.

to certain health problems and aspects which have to

The individual physical therapist is responsible for

do with the (organization) of the profession’.1

the physical therapy interventions.2 Guidelines have

The KNGF-guidelines describe the physical therapeutic

a dynamic character and need to be adapted in time.

diagnostic process and therapy of patients with intermittent claudication and is evidence-based as much

A.3

as possible.

The guidelines were developed in accordance with

Procedure for developing these guidelines

the concept as described in the document for guideA.2

Objectives of the KNGF-guidelines

lines development of the KNGF.1 The structure of the

The general objectives of the KNGF-guidelines can be

guidelines intermittent claudication is in accordance

considered on two levels: firstly on the level of the

with the methodological physical therapy interventi-

individual professional and secondly on the level of

ons such as recommended by the KNGF.1,2

the professional group physical therapy. Guidelines
are primarily meant for internal use. The professional

A.3.1 Literature

organization, the Royal Dutch Society for Physical

The literature is collected via computer-aided searches

Therapy, has chosen to use the guidelines as an

in MEDLINE, Cochrane and DocOnline of the Dutch

instrument for quality-control and quality improve-

Institute of Allied Health Care over the period 1990-

ment.

2002. The keywords used in the search were ‘intermittent claudication’, ‘peripheral vascular disease’,

The objectives of the KNGF-guidelines on the level of

‘arterial occlusive disease’, and ‘walking’, ‘physical

the individual professional are:

education’, ‘training’, ‘gymnastics’, ‘exercises’, exercise

•

to support the physical therapist’s decision-

therapy’, and ‘running’.

making process;

Additionally literature is collected via experts and

to create a reference point for orientation and

secondary references in publications. Randomized

education;

clinical trials with a control group (RCT’s), meta-ana-

to provide criteria for self-evaluation and peer

lyses, and systematic reviews were especially searched

review;

for. The guidelines are as much as possible based

to initiate (if necessary) changes of the procedure

on the conclusions found in the literature, prefera-

of physical therapy care into the desired direction.

bly RCT’s. Starting point in the development of the

•
•
•

guidelines were the meta-analyses of Brandsma and
The objectives of the KNGF-guidelines on the level of

Robeer.3,4 To assess the methodological quality of the

the professional group physical therapy are:

RCT’s

•

to make the care explicit based on the results of

was used.3 An update was made by the same authors

scientific research and consensus reached between

in 2001. Based on the results available in June 2002,

the experts.

it is not yet possible to establish a generally accepted

to diminish the differences in procedure and to

exercise program which is, with respect to form, con-

improve the quality and uniformity of care.

tent, intensity and duration, fully based on qualitati-

•

the list, as proposed by Chalmers and Bouter,

vely well performed studies (randomized clinical triV-07/2004
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als). Therefore, some of the recommendations in the

recommendations of the Dutch College of General

guidelines are based on the consensus reached within

Practitioners (NHG Standard ‘Peripheral Vascular

the working group.

Diseases’)5 and the consensus document of the
(Dutch) Collaborating Center for Quality Assurance

A.3.2 The working group

in Healthcare (CBO) entitled ‘Consensus arterial inter-

In December 2000 a working group of professionals

mittent claudication’.6

was formed to develop these guidelines. In forming

A.3.3 Validation by intended users

the working group, an attempt was made to achieve

Before they were published and distributed, the gui-

a balance between professionals with experience in

delines were systematically reviewed by intended

the area of concern and those with an academic back-

users for the purpose of validation. The draft KNGF

ground. All members of the working group stated that

guidelines on intermittent claudication were presen-

they had no conflicts of interest in participating in

ted for assess-ment to a randomly selected group of

the development of these guidelines.

65 physical therapists who were working in different

Three members of the working group individually

settings. Physical therapists’ comments and criti-

selected and graded the documentation that was

cisms were recorded and discussed by the working

under consideration as scientific evidence. Thereafter,

group. If possible or desirable, they were taken into

a final summary of the scientific evidence, which

account in the final version of the guidelines. The final

included details of the amount of evidence available,

recommen-dations on practice, then, are derived from

was made. In addition to scientific evidence, other

the available evidence and take into account the other

important factors were taken into account in making

above-mentioned factors and the results of the guide-

recommendations, such as: the achievement of a

line evaluation carried out by intended users (physical

general consensus, cost-effectiveness, the availability

therapists).

of resources, the availability of the necessary expertise
and educational facilities, organizational matters, and

A.4

the desire for consistency with other mono-disciplina-

In these guidelines the methodological quality of the

ry and multidisciplinary guidelines.

trials was assessed using the criteria laid down by the

Conclusions and recommendations

Evidence-Based Guidelines Meeting (EBRO platform)
Once the draft mono-disciplinary guidelines were

and specified in the CBO consensus document (see

completed, they were sent to a secondary working

table 6). The scientific weight of the material collected

group comprising external professionals or members

was evaluated according to the four levels of evidence

of relevant professional organizations, or both, so that

described in table 7.

a general consensus with other professional groups

A.5

or organizations, and with any other existing mono-

These clinical guidelines describe the diagnostic and

disciplinary or multidisciplinary guidelines could be

therapeutic processes involved in providing physical

achieved. In addition, the wishes and preferences of

therapy for patients with intermittent claudication.

the patients’ association were taken into account.

Intermittent claudication is a typical complaint of

These guidelines are consistent with the standard

peripheral arterial disease, or an occlusion or obstruc-

Defining the health problem

Table 6. Description of the quality levels used for evaluating the material collected on interventions.
A1

meta-analyses (systematic reviews) which include at least some randomized clinical trials at quality
level A2, that show consistent results between studies;

A2

randomized clinical trials of a good methodological quality (randomized double-blind controlled studies) with sufficient power and consistency;

B randomized clinical trials of a moderate methodological quality or with insufficient power, or other nonrandomized, cohort or patient-control group study designs that involve inter-group comparisons;
C patient series;
D expert opinion.
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Table 7. Description of the four levels of evidence used for evaluating the scientific weight of the material collected.
Level of evidence

Supported by

Description of conclusion or
recommendation in the guidelines

one systematic review at quality level A1 ‘It is demonstrated that…’

Level 1

or at least two independent trials at qua- or
‘One has to…’

lity level A2.

at least two independent trials at quality ‘It is plausible that…’

Level 2

or

level B

‘One should …’
Level 3

one trial at quality level A2 or B, or

‘There are indications that…’

research at quality level C

or
‘One might…’

expert opinion, such as that of working

Level 4

‘The working group takes the view that …’

group members
tion of the large and medium-sized arteries in the legs,

as coronary heart diseases, diabetes mellitus,

almost always caused by atherosclerosis.7-10

hypertension or mobility-limiting disorders such

There is scientific evidence that exercise therapy is
effective in patients with intermittent claudication.4,11

as osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, COPD;
•

patients for which a gait analysis, and possibly,

Walking exercise, which is at the center of conser-

walking exercises in order to improve the coordi-

vative therapy, is the best choice in the treatment

nation and efficiency is needed;

of intermittent

claudication.5

Exercise therapy has a

better cost-effectiveness with a smaller risk of compli-

•

patients with an inadequate pain behavior;

•

physical inactive patients, who need guidance in

cations compared to other treatment methods such as

the first stage of the walking exercises until they

bypass surgery, percutaneous transluminal angioplasty

have developed a more active lifestyle;

or medical

treatment.12,13

•

patients who want physical therapeutic guidance.

Physical therapists can contribute essentially in the
treatment of patients with intermittent claudication,

A.6

because of their knowledge and skills on the area

The guidelines are primarily intended for physical

Target group

of exercise therapy, pathology, movement analysis,

therapists in intra- and extramural health care who

motor learning and behavioral change. The treatment

treat patients with intermittent claudication.

of patients with intermittent claudication should
not only be focused on decreasing the complaints
but also on reducing the risks for

artherosclerosis.6

A.7

Specific expertise and skills

It is recommended that the treating physical therapist

Establishing a behavioral change is a process that has

has followed the course ‘Peripheral vascular disease

to be guided. Providing good and adequate infor-

and training’ (or a comparable course) to be able to

mation and advise is a predicament to achieve such

give the patients with intermittent claudication opti-

a behavioral change. The specific expertise of the

mal physical therapy care. The knowledge and skills

physical therapist of patients with intermittent clau-

presented in the mentioned course are an essential

dication is can best be used in the guidance of the

contribution to the ones learned during the physical

following patients:

therapist education. Specific aspects with regard to

•

patients with a low cardiac exercise tolerance or a

pathology, physiology, diagnostics, and treatment of

low musculoskeletal load-bearing capacity with a

intermittent claudication are insufficiently dealt with

elevated risk for complaints, when these patients

during the physical therapy education. Therefore, a

perform walking exercises on their own;

physical therapist who did not follow an additional

patients with co-morbidity that limits them in

course on this subject can not guarantee optimal

performing walking exercises on their own, such

physical therapy care for patients with intermittent

•
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claudication.
In order to be able to treat patients with intermittent

Incidence

claudication it is recommended that the physical the-

The Framingham-study shows that the incidence of

rapist can carry out a gait analysis. By means of the

intermittent claudication increases with the age

gait analysis an abnormal gait pattern can be deter-

(up to 75 years of age). The Framingham-study is a

mined on the basis of which walking and coordina-

longitudinal study following people for 36 years. The

tion exercises can be given.

study started with 5209 persons being 30-62 years
of age at that moment. In all ages the incidence of

A.8

Advise concerning the interior of the

intermittent claudication is higher in men than in

exercise room of the practice

women. In the age of 35-74 years the mean incidence

Although not yet all aspects of the physical therapeutic

is 7 (new cases) in men per 1000 and 4 in women per

treatment of patients with intermittent claudication

1000.17 In The Netherlands the incidence amounted

can be based on the most concrete scientific

to 2.8 new cases per 1000 patients (in the primary

criteria, it is possible to give a good indication of the

care practice) per year (2.7 per mille in men, 3.0 per

effective treatment methods.

mille in women). This increased from 0.4 per mille in

There are a number of advises with respect to the

patients of 25-44 of age to 10.6 per mille in patients

interior of the practice and the equipment used to

older than 75 years.5,18-20

carry out these effective treatment methods:

Because of the proportional increase of the ageing

•

It is recommended to have an electrical graded

population it is expected that the incidence and pre-

(0-15 percent) treadmill.

valence of intermittent claudication will increase.3 In

To exercise with patients with low exercise capa-

the period 1994-2015 it is expected that the number

city a bicycle-ergometer is useful, preferably a rpm

of patients with old people’s illnesses, among which

(revolutions per minute)-independent electro-

coronary vascular diseases, will increase with 25-60

magnetic bicycle-ergometer with graded power

percent.21

•

(with a possible load as low as 20W, and exercise
•

•

increments of 5W).

Morbidity and mortality

To perform an optimal gait analysis a video camera

Patients with peripheral vascular diseases have an

(25 frames per second) and recorder (with the pos-

increased risk of getting coronary and cerebro-vascular

sibility of freeze frames) are recommended. In this

disease and of dying.14,16,22-27 Within 10 years after

way it is possible to analyze the gait frame by frame.

the occurrence of the intermittent claudication 43

The gait analyses can be performed in extramural

percent of the patients suffers from a coronary heart

health care.

disease, 21 percent from a cerebro-vascular accident

An exercise room is recommended when instructi-

(CVA) and 24 percent from heart failure.17 The life

ons are given in groups

expectancy of patients with intermittent claudication is on average ten years less than that of healthy

A.9

Epidemiological data

persons. The risk of dying is around 2-3 times higher

Prevalence

than for people of the same age without symptoms of

The prevalence of peripheral arterial disease and

intermittent claudication.28 This elevated risk goes for

intermittent claudication is scarcely studied, especially

people with asymptomatic peripheral arterial diseases

in the general population.14

too.16 In men, intermittent claudication is a strong

The available data show that the prevalence of peri-

predictor of mortality as a result of a CVA.29

pheral arterial disease in the general population is
19.1 percent.14,15 The prevalence of intermittent

A.10 Health problems

claudication is substantially lower, 1.6 percent accor-

Symptoms of intermittent claudication can be pain or

ERGO-study.14

These data are in line with

an unpleasant feeling in the legs (cramp, a burning or

the findings of Stoffers et al.16 According to Kaiser et

pinching sensation, tiredness). These complaint occur

al.5,

after walking a certain distance, while walking fast, or

ding to the

the prevalence of intermittent claudication is 2.0

percent.
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pear again by rest.

II belong often ankle-arm indexes of 0.5-0.9 (with

An insufficient arterial blood flow to the working

typical complaints of arterial intermittent claudica-

muscles, during walking, is the cause of the com-

tion). At stage III the ankle-arm indexes are often <0.5.5

plaints. At a certain moment the amount of oxygen
that is transported to the muscles is not enough. The

A.11

aerobic energy supply converts to an anaerobic ener-

Most patients have peripheral arterial diseases with-

gy release to be able to keep on walking. This results

out symptoms of intermittent claudication. With res-

in an accumulation of lactic acid in the muscles,

pect to the vitality of the leg the course for patients

which causes the pain and can induce

cramp.30

Natural course

having symptoms of intermittent claudication is

The arterial obstructions, which cause the intermit-

usually hardly severe. Most patients (75 percent)

tent claudication complaints, are mostly the result

experience a stabilization or improvement of the

of artherosclerosis. The localization of the arterial

complaints of intermittent claudication.4,31-33 For a

obstruction determines in which muscles the com-

small group of patients, however, the disorder can

plaints occur:

result in severe complications with loss of mobility,

•

•

With an arterial obstruction of the aorta or a. ilia-

pain in rest, and eventually necrosis and gangrene,

ca, the ‘pelvic type’ of intermittent claudication,

for which an operation might be indicated.14,34-36 In

the complaints occur in the gluteal or

25 percent of the patients known to have intermit-

femoral muscles.

tent claudication the complaints get worse within

With an arterial obstruction of the a. femoralis, a.

five years. Eventually, circa 2-5 percent of the patients

poplitea, or a. tibialis, the ‘upper or lower leg type’

with intermittent claudication will undergo an ampu-

of intermittent claudication, the complaints occur

tation.5,37

in the muscles of the calf.
•

With the ‘distal type’ of intermittent claudication,

A.12

the complaints occur in the sole of the foot and

Intermittent claudication is caused by atherosclero-

the toes.

sis.3,37,38 In the presence of risk factors atherosclerosis

Prognostic factors and risk factors

will become sooner clinically manifest sooner and
The severity of the complaints is often being indica-

will have an accelerated course.17,37

ted by the four-points scale of Fontaine. This scale

This is particularly studied with respect to coronary

knows four stages:

heart disease, but it seems to be true also for peripheral

I. There is atherosclerosis, but the patient has no

arterial disease.17,37

complaints.

The risk factors for vascular disease which can be

II. During physical activities the legs become ischaemic resulting in intermittent claudication.

influenced are: smoking, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, physical inactivity, and obesity.

III. In rest pain occurs.

Risk factors which cannot be influenced are gender,

IV. There are ulcers, (threatening) necrosis and gan-

age and genetic predisposition. Several risk factors
intensify the influence of one another.18,39 The most

grene.

important risk factors enhancing the vascular disorder
The classical classification of Fontaine is based on history-taking and physical

assessment.5

In addition to

are the presence of multiple disorders, diabetes mellitus, smoking20, hypertension5.

the stages the ankle-arm index values are often men-

Smith et al. identified, in a longitudinal study (1985-

tioned. The index is determined by the quotient of

1990) with 415 (smoking) participants, hyperlipide-

the systolic blood pressure of the arm and the ankle.

mia as the most important independent factor con-

Measurement of the blood pressure in the ankle,

nected with the progression of peripheral arterial

which happens at the a. tibialis posterior or a. dorsa-

disease and the occurrence of critical ischaemia.25

lis pedis, can be done with a cuff and stethoscope or
with Doppler-echocardiography.

A.13

At stage I the ankle-arm index is < 0.9 (without typi-

Patients who, despite the complaints of intermittent

cal complaints of intermittent claudication). At stage

claudication, have an active lifestyle and who are

V-07/2004
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able to walk ‘through the pain’, are coping with their

analysis) and, if necessary, physical therapy treat-

complaints in an adequate way.

ment is still preferred despite the improved circula-

Patients who, on the other hand, reduce their physi-

tion as a result of the surgery. Another part of the

cal activities due to the complaints and avoid walking

patients is directly referred by a primary care physi-

or stop walking as soon as the pain occurs, are coping

cian, without intervention of a medical specialist.

inadequately with their complaints. Although, on

Based on history-taking and physical assessment,

the short term, rest is effective in reducing the pain

the primary care physician can rule out the diagno-

during walking, it will on the long term worsen the

sis peripheral arterial diseases for a lot of patients.

complaints.

To be able to diagnose peripheral arterial diseases
with sufficient certainty an arm-ankle index is nee-

B

Diagnostic process

ded in most cases. Literature shows that the nega-

By applying the guidelines in the diagnostic process

tive predictive value for history-taking (87-90%),

the question if physical therapy is indicated has to be

peripheral pulsations (86-93%) and a souffle in the

answered. This phase consists of the history-taking

groin (91%) are high but only a little higher than

and the physical therapeutic assessment. The star-

the a priori change on peripheral arterial diseases.

ting point is the patient’s needs (including the most

The positive predictive values, on the other hand,

important complaints). The physical therapist assesses

are low (22-55%, 18-49%, and 37%, respectively).

the impairments, disabilities and participation pro-

5,44

blems of most immediate concern to the patient, the

Through a study performed in eighteen Dutch prac-

prognosis and, the patient’s needs for information.

tices of primary care physicians, results are available
on the diagnostic meaning of a combination of

B.1

Referral and first physical therapy contact

clinical data. With the help of multivariate analyses

These guidelines assume a referral of patients with

ten clinical characteristics that contribute indepen-

the medical diagnosis ‘intermittent claudication’ by

dently to the diagnosis could be determined, name-

a primary care physician or by a medical specialist.

ly: male gender, being older than 60 years, positive

According to NHG- Standard ‘Peripheral Vascular

history-taking for intermittent claudication, tempe-

Diseases’ of the primary care

physicians5

and the

rature differences between the feet, abnormal palpa-

consensus document of the CBO6 the treatment of

tion of the feet arteries, souffle over the a. femoralis,

patients with intermittent claudication aims at redu-

hypertension, smoking, a history of coronary disea-

cing the complaints as well as at reducing the risk

ses or diabetes mellitus.5

factors for atherosclerosis. In all stages of peripheral
vascular disease the reduction of the risk profile forms
the basis for the

treatment.5

An elevated risk for car-

With respect to the ankle-arm index the presence of
peripheral arterial diseases is almost certain (chance

diovascular diseases can be an indication for physical

≥ 95 percent) if an once-only measurement of the

therapy.40-43 The

ankle-arm index is less than 0.8 or if a mean (of 3

physical therapist can obviously not

take part in the decrease of all risk factors (that can

measurements of the) ankle-arm index is less than

be influence). To stop smoking, adjusting the food

0.9. At a cut-off point of 0.9 for the ankle-arm index

intake (diet limited in calories

the mean sensitivity is 82% and the mean specifici-

and fat) and reducing hypertension fall outside the

ty 98%. The presence of peripheral arterial diseases

professional scope of the physical therapist. However,

is considered impossible if an once-only measure-

the physical therapist might contribute to the reduc-

ment of the ankle-arm index is more than 1.1 or if

tion of the physical inactivity and to the stimulation

a mean (of 3 measurements of the) ankle-arm index

of the patient to adopt a physical active lifestyle.

is more than 1.0. When the ankle-arm index varies

A part of the patients will be referred by a medical

between 0.9 and 1.0 the diagnosis peripheral arte-

specialist, often a vascular surgeon. The vascular

rial diseases can not be determined with sufficient

surgeon can choose for a conservative treatment

certainty.5,45

with walking exercise and medication or for a surgical intervention. After the surgical intervention,

With differential diagnostics it is important to exclu-

physical therapeutic assessment (among others gait

de other disorders. Complaints caused by the follo-
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wing disorders might resemble the complaints caused

pain free and maximum walking distance;

by intermittent claudication: orthopedic disorders,

walking pace; walking against a hill; disap-

such as coxa osteoarthritis or ‘referred pain’ around

pearance of complaints by rest; decrease in

the knee; neurological disorders, such as lumbal ner-

mobility; pain at rest; nightly pain, ‘restless

ve root compression; venal disorders, such as varicose

legs’; color/temperature of the foot; wounds on

veins and the compartment syndrome.

the foot;

The physical therapist has to assess in patients diag-

-

onset and course of complaints;

nosed with arterial obstruction, whether there are

-

prognostic and risk factors:

other disorders with higher priority because they

-

smoking, diabetes mellitus, hypertension,

limit the patient more than the arterial obstruction

hyperlipidemia, elevated homocysteine levels,

does. The physical therapist determines the most

age, gender, obesity, physical inactivity, family

limiting disorder.

history;

Apart from personal data (among others daily activi-

-

ties), additional referral data include, information on

patient’s motivation, believe in (keep on) exercising;

previous and current treatment interventions (such as

-

an operation, PTA), medications taken, blood pressure,

co-morbidity: among others coronary heart
disease, mobility-limiting disorders such as
osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, COPD;

presence of co-morbidity (for example coronary heart
-

disease or other mobility-limiting disorders such as

coping strategy: the significance the patient

osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, COPD), diagnostic

attaches to his complaints and the patient’s

information (location/ extent of the vascular pro-

degree of control over his complaints;

blems; ankle-arm index; walking distances/ results

-

psychosocial factors;

treadmill test; results blood examination: peripheral

-

previous diagnostic procedures;

-

previous treatment interventions.

oxygen saturation, scale according to the classifica•

tion of Fontaine).

Assessment of the current complaints:
-

Patients with intermittent claudication often show
higher risk for cardiac

complications.4,28

The cardiac

of life);

exercise tolerance of these patients have to be tested
prior to the exercise

program.4,46

Impairments, disabilities and participation problems: severity and nature (including quality

coexistent coronary heart disease and a significantly
-

Also the cardio-

present general health status (functioning, and
levels of activity and participation);

vascular risk factors have to be determined. Data on

-

personal factors;

the cardiac risk level, cardiac exercise tolerance and

-

current treatment: medication and other medi-

the contra-indications are required referral data for

cal or paramedical treatments;

the physical therapist. The assessment of the cardiac

-

the patient’s needs for information.

exercise tolerance belongs to the responsibility of the
referring physician.

B.3

Measuring instruments

It is important to determine, through history-taking,
B.2

History-taking

the precise health problem of the patient, the

By history-taking, the physical therapist tries to identify:

patient’s needs and the severity of his complaints. To

•

the patient’s needs: the most important com-

record the pain complaints and the extent of activity

plaints and expectations of the patient (including

limitation it is recommended to use the question-

•

goals with respect to activities and participation).

naire Patient Specific Complaints. This question-

the health problem with respect to nature, course

naire is a measuring instrument to determine the

and prognosis:

functional status of the individual patient.47 The

-

kind and severity (impairments/disabilities/

patient himself* selects his three most impor-

participation problems);

tant complaints regarding his physical activities.

nature and location of the complaints: the

Important complaints are the ones that are caused

-

*

To stimulate readability the indication ‘he/she’, ‘his/her’ etc. is avoided in the guidlines. Where this is applicable both sexes are meant by
‘he’ and ‘his’.
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by activities which the patient finds hard to do,

The inspection involves observing the patient in stan-

which the patient carries out regularly, and which

ding position, with most attention being given to the

the patient would like to carry out better. The

position of the back, pelvis, hips, knees and feet, and

patient has to indicate on a Visual Analogue Scale

observing the patient’s skin (color, trophic impair-

(VAS) how hard it is to carry out certain activities

ments, wounds, color of the nails, hyperkeratosis of

(see appendix 1). No specific education is required

the nails)

to perform the test. The

VAS

can be easily scored,

but the patient has to be able to see the line as a

Palpation

representation of an abstract concept. The ques-

The physical therapist palpates the skin, assesses tem-

tionnaire Patient Specific Complaints gives an

perature differences left-right, the presence of (pit-

impression of the patient’s needs and the severity

ting) edema and (if necessary) peripheral pulsa-tions

of the complaints.

of arteries a. femoralis, a. poplitia, a. tibialis posterior
and a. dorsalis pedis in rest, and he assesses the mus-

Based on the above the working group formulated

cle tonus of the muscles of the upper leg and calves.

the following recommendation:

Palpation of the peripheral pulsations and auscultation of the arteries mentioned can also be carried out

Pain Specific Complaint (level 4)

after exertion (for example 1 or 2 minutes flexion/

The working group takes the view that the question-

extension of the foot, the lift-hang test according to

naire Pain Specific Complaints is an useful instru-

Ratschow-Bürger).

ment to list the complaints of the patient with inter-

Without wanting a thorough discussion on the co-

mittent claudication.

morbidity, it has to be mentioned that during the
physical assessment of patients with diabetes mel-

The patient’s needs for information is mapped based

litus, the physical therapist must especially pay atten-

on the questionnaire. With the questionnaire (see

tion to sensibility impairments and wounds. In case

appendix 1) can be determined:

of wounds or pressure points, also the footwear has to

•

if the patient needs information and if so, on

be examined. Pay attention to irregularities and pres-

which area;

sure points that are able to cause wounds. Vascular

what the patient knows about the disorder, the

assessment (palpation and measurement of the ankle-

treatment and adequately coping with the com-

arm index) is less reliable for patients with diabetes

plaints;

mellitus.48 For these patients the measure-ment of the

if the patient knows how the complaints can be

ankle pressure is not suitable to follow the effects of

improved;

the treatment.48

•

•
•

what the patient’s expectations are with regard to
the treatment.

Functional assessment
The functional assessment includes a number of

By making a good analysis of the patient’s needs the

items. With the results of the functional assessment,

physical therapist can provide specific (‘tailor-made’)

together with the data gained during history-taking,

information. It is recommended to make a personal

inspection and palpation, the screening questions

information plan for the patient.

presented below can be answered. The items in the

B.4

functional assessment are physical exertion tests

Assessment

The assessment comprises:

(mostly treadmill test), gait analysis and other functi-

•

inspection;

onal assessments.

•

palpation;

Screening questions:

•

functional assessment.

1. Has limited exercise capacity been reduced objectively?

Inspection
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tively?

is an abnormal reduction of the exercise capacity.

3. Is there an abnormal gait pattern?

During the treadmill test the pain free walking time

4. Is the patient physical inactive?

or walking distance (the time/distance after onset

5. Are there problems with specific activities?

of pain) and the maximum walking time or walking

6. Is there a need for information/advise?

distance (the time/distance after which a patient has
to stop) are measured. The results give an indication

Exercise capacity

about the severity of the disorder.

To determine if the exercise capacity is objectively

Because the patient’s needs is the most important

reduced, physical exertion tests (exercise tests) can

thing in the treatment, the results of the treadmill

be used. In patients with intermittent claudication

test have to be related to what is needed during work,

an objective reduction of the exercise capacity can be

household activities, recreation.

the result of a decreased maximum aerobic capacity

The onset of ischaemia during walking expresses itself

(maximum oxygen uptake) as well as the result of the

in intermittent claudication and leads to a limited

local limitations caused by an arterial obstruction. A

pain free and maximum walking distance and wal-

combination of both is also possible. Because of the

king time. The complaints are variable pain, cramp or

complaints, intermittent claudication may lead to

tiredness and a stiff feeling.5 The walking distance is

physical inactivity and immobilization. Secondary

clearly reduced by local complaints in the leg, often

to the disorder the maximum aerobic capacity might

in the calf.

reduce. A reduced maximum aerobic capacity can

During the treadmill test and during exercises the fol-

negatively influence the results of the physical exer-

lowing American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)

tion tests. The maximum walking distance can not

scale for pain by peripheral vascular disease can be

only be decreased by the direct pain complaints as a

used:50

result of intermittent claudication, but also by a poor

Grade 1: light discomfort or onset of pain on modest

maximum aerobic capacity. The assessment of the

level (present, but minimal);

maximum aerobic capacity is often carried out based

Grade 2: moderate discomfort or pain of which the

on the results of a bicycle-ergometer test performed,

patient’s attention can be diverted, for example by

for instance, by a medical specialist. The results of

conversation;

such a bicycle-ergometer test are not only used to

Grade 3: intense pain (almost grade 4) from which

assess the maximum aerobic capacity, they are also

the patient’s attention cannot be diverted;

used as an important aid in determining the cardiac

Grade 4: Excruciating and unbearable pain.

exercise

tolerance.49

Physical therapists often use tests that specifically

Based on the above the working group formulated

focus on the physical therapeutic treatment goals,

the following recommendation:

such as the treadmill test or the six-minute walk test.
ACSM-scale

for pain (level 4)

Treadmill test

The working group takes the view that the ACSM-scale

The treadmill test is performed to determine whether

for pain (4-points) is an useful instrument to score

there is an objective limitation in maximum walking

the pain during walking of the patient with intermit-

distance in relation to the distance needed by the

tent claudication.

patient during work, household activities, recreation

A lot of the patients with whom the physical the-

and in view of prevention of cardiovascular diseases.

rapist performs a treadmill test, belong to stage II

In order to make the patient familiar with the testing

according to the classification of Fontaine. This stage

procedure, the protocol and the realization of the

can be subdivided based on the pain free walking

test, it is recommended to carry out a familiarization

distance. According to the ‘NHG Standard Peripheral

test one or a few days before the treadmill test actu-

Vascular Diseases’ the intermittent claudication is

ally takes place. The reliability can considerably incre-

considered non-invalidating when the pain free wal-

ase through such a test.

king distance is more than 100 meters. This is stage

The treadmill test is an aid in determining if there

IIA. A pain free walking distance of less than 100
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Table 8. Symptoms of cardiac overload.43
• angina pectoris
• heart pump functional disorders:
-

shortness of breath

-

excessive exhaustion for the level of physical exertion

• heart-rhythm disorders
-

faster than expected heart rate for the level of physical exertion

-

alterations in normal rhythm (such as ventricular extra systoles)

• abnormal changes in blood pressure, (fast) increase or decrease of the blood pressure
• fainting
• dizziness
• orthosympathetic responses (sweating, pallor)
meters is called invalidating.5 In that case it is stage

transcutaneous oxygen pressure were higher during

IIB.

a progressive treadmill test than during the treadmill

During the testing the physical therapist is on the

test with constant-load intensity.

alert for possible complications, such as cardiac over-

With respect to the ankle-arm index and the assess-

load (see table 8) and leg pain without vascular cause

ment of the systolic blood pressure no differences

(for example as a result of neuropathy, arthritis or

were found between both protocols. The constant-

other orthopedic-related

pain).49

load test was performed on a treadmill with a speed

The recognition of the signs of overload without

of 3.2 km per hour and a grade of 7.5 percent. In the

cardiac or vascular cause is not addressed in these

progressive exercise test on the treadmill the speed

guidelines, this is supposed to be known by physical

was 3.2 km per hour. At the start of the test there was

therapists.

no grade (0 percent). Every 2 minutes the grade was

A treadmill test with increasing intensity is often

(with a constant speed of 3.2 km per hour) increased

used. To provoke intermittent claudication a tread-

with 2 percent.

mill test is often used in which, gradually, the grade

The study of Gardner et al. shows that the pain dis-

is increased. The working group recommends the usa-

tance of patients with intermittent claudication can,

ge of, for instance, a protocol in which the walking

on a number of variables, be predicted more accura-

tempo is set at 3-3.5 km/hour.

tely on the basis of treadmill test than on the basis of

The grade will progressively be increased, for example

the ‘self-report’ by patients.57

each 3 minutes with 3.5 percent or each 2 minutes with 2 percent.51,54 The treadmill test offers the

Based on the above the working group formulated

opportunity to measure the ECG, blood pressure and

the following recommendations:

subjective pain (four-point scale).51
Cachovan et al. studied the reliability of the treadmill

Treadmill test (level 2)

test by determining the pain free walking distance

It is plausible that the treadmill test is a useful measu-

and the maximum walking distance at the start of the

ring instrument to assess the severity of complaints in

therapy.55,56 They determined the reliability of a tre-

patients with intermittent claudication.

admill test with constant-load as well as the reliability

Quality of the publications found: B (Gardner et al.51,

of a treadmill with graded exercise. The treadmill test

Cachovan55)

with constant-load as well as the treadmill test with
graded exercise appears to be well reproducible.

Treadmill test with graded exercise intensity (level 3)

The study of Gardner et al. showed that the progres-

There are indications that the treadmill test with

sive exercise test on the treadmill has a better relia-

graded exercise intensity is a more reliable measuring

bility to assess the severity of peripheral obstructive

instrument than the treadmill test with constant-load

vascular diseases.51 The reliability of the pain free

intensity to assess the severity of the complaints in

walking distance, maximum walking distance and

patients with intermittent claudication.
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Quality of the publication found: B (Gardner et al.51)

specialist. Based on this screening of cardiac exercise
tolerance (including exertion-ECG, tension measure-

The treadmill test can also be used to assess whether

ment) the medical specialist can inform the physical

there is a subjective exercise limitation. During the

therapist about the allowed exercise intensity of the

performance of the treadmill test attention is being

patient.

paid to the way in which the patient copes with his

By signs of cardiac overload (see table 8) or when the

complaints. It can be noticed if there is an inadequate

patient’s cardiac exercise tolerance changes during

pain tolerance. If that is the case, the patient will

the treatment period of the physical therapist, the

quickly stop exercising out of fear of (the harmful

physical therapist consults with the referring physi-

consequences of) pain. The patient stops exercising

cian about a cardiologic screening.

when the pain starts, that is to say in grade 1 or 2

The recognition of musculoskeletal overload is not

on the ACSM scale for pain by peripheral vascular

addressed in these guidelines, this is supposed to be

disease,50

known. This knowledge is part of the basic knowledge

although the patient could go on. The pain

free and maximum walking distance are relatively

of a physical therapist.

close to one another.

Besides the treadmill test with graded intensity also

Apart from inadequate pain behavior the patient

the six-minute walk test is advised.49 During the six-

can also be afraid of physical exertion. It is known

minute walk test the patients have to walk for six

that, for example, in cardiac patients the fear can be

minutes on a flat surface. The patient has to walk as

paralyzing for the exercise

capacity.40,41,43

The fear of

far as possible without endangering his health.

physical exertion will be evaluated on the basis of the

Gardner et al. found that the six-minute walk test

history-taking and the observation (during the tread-

correlates the best with the level of activity in the

mill test). The patient will experience a light exercise

patient’s daily life.59 As a measure for the daily life

load as hard, which means that the patient experien-

activities the energy consumption was measured with

ces the load subjectively as hard, as is evident from

double-labeled water and indirect calorimetry.

the high score on the Borg scale (see appendix 1) or

Gardner et al. found out that the score in the six-

a pain scale such as the ACSM, while this is not shown

minute walk test (mean = 368 m, SD 68 m) correlates

by the exercise load or objective symptoms of exer-

with the energy consumption (r = 0.629, p < 0.001).59

cise load. As objective measures for the exercise load

There also appeared to be a significant correlation

intensity can, for example, the determination of the

between the energy consumption and the number of

oxygen uptake, heart rate, the pulmonary ventilation

steps taken during the six-minute walk test. (mean

(Ve), and the reduction of the ankle-arm index after

= 605 steps, SD 99, r = 0.470). Montgomery and

physical exertion.

Gardner showed that the six-minute walk test is a

Finally, the results of the treadmill test have to be

reliable test for patients with intermittent claudica-

related to the required amount of exercise which is

tion. The test correlates significantly with functional

necessary to decrease the risk profile for cardiovascu-

and hemo-dynamic parameters.60 So, there is a sig-

lar diseases. After all the physical therapy treatment

nificant correlation between the 6-minute walking

of patients with intermittent claudication has to be

distance and the pain free walking distance (r = 0.346,

focused also on decreasing the risk for atherosclerosis.

p = 0.007), the maximum walking distance (r = 0.525,

Decreasing this risk places demands on the patient’s

p < 0.001) and the ankle-arm index (r = 0.552, p <

exercise capacity: the patient has to be able to exercise

0.001).

half an hour daily with a reasonable intensity.
The treadmill test can indicate if a patient is able to

Based on the above the working group formulated

walk for at least 30 minutes (preferably non-stop),

the following recommendation:

in order to meet the Dutch Standard of Healthy
Moving.58 The treadmill test can be performed by a

Six-minute walking test (level 3)

physical therapist if the referring physician thinks the

There are indications that the six-minute walk test is

patient is capable of such a physical exertion or after

a useful functional measuring instrument for patients

screening of the cardiac exercise tolerance by a medical

with intermittent claudication.
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Quality of the publication found: B (Gardner et al.59,

tact;

Montgomery and Gardner.60)

•

Gait analysis

•

from heel contact to midstance plantar flexion
occurs to fast;
the step frequency is lower than in persons

In patients with intermittent claudication speci-

without complaints caused by intermittent claudi-

fic changes in the gait occur during walking at the

cation (< 120 steps/minute).

moment that the (pain) complaints occur. These
changes are compensating mechanisms occurring

The gait analysis is performed to determine if the

in order to avoid or reduce the complaints. In term

complaints caused by intermittent claudication

these compensating mechanisms may hamper the

have led to such an abnormal gait that exercise the-

patient during walking.

rapy is indicated. The usage of the Gait-analysis-list

A gait analysis might then be carried out to assess

Nijmegen offers starting points for the physical the-

whether the gait is abnormal in such a way that in

rapy treatment of patients with intermittent claudi-

the treatment special attention has to be paid to

cation.

an improvement of the coordination. The physical
therapist evaluates the patient’s gait. During the gait

Based on the above the working group formulated

analysis attention is paid (among others) to: walking

the following recommendation:

speed; step frequency, step length, foot run.
(level 4)

Hereby usage is made of video-frames and the

GALN

‘gait-analysis-list Nijmegen’ (GALN, see appen-

The working group takes the view that the GALN is a

dix 1). This list is translated in Dutch by A.C.H.

useful measuring instrument to determine the quality

Geurts, (Department of Rehabilitation-Research,

of the gait in patients with intermittent claudication.

Sint Maartenskliniek, The Netherlands). The list is
developed further and validated by the Department

Other functional assessments

of Physical Therapy of the UMC St. Radboud (The

The physical therapist also evaluates other activities,

Netherlands).

such as: standing on one leg and climbing stairs.

With the GALN the abnormalities in the gait are sco-

Hereby, attention is paid to the patient’ s coping

red. The Gait-analysis-list includes twelve items. Each

behavior, for example, if there is a subjective limi-

item comprises a part of the gait. Through questio-

tation of physical exercise, or if the patient has fear

ning the different body parts (trunk, pelvis, hip, knee,

to exercise. The physical therapist assesses which

ankle) are being evaluated during walking. This can

impairments might be causing the disabilities: mobi-

best be done with the help of video-frames, with the

lity and stability of the joints, muscle tonus, muscle

possibility of freeze frames. Usage of the GALN enables

strength and muscle length of the affected leg and

to standardize the gait analysis.

the not-affected leg. The extensiveness of the functio-

Patients with intermittent claudication show a speci-

nal assessment depends on the severity of the health

fic (abnormal) gait.

problem. The performance of such functional assess-

A limited number of studies (RCTs) show that patients

ments is not further addressed in these guidelines. This

with intermittent claudication have a slower wal-

skill is part of the basic skills of a physical therapist.

king speed (≤ 1.0 m/sec) and a decrease in step length.61-65 Gardner et al. found a mean step length of
60 cm in patients with intermittent

claudication.59

A

B.5

Risk profile for cardiovascular diseases

In all stages of peripheral vascular disease the reduction

practical field-study showed the following characte-

of the risk profile forms the basis for the treatment.5

ristic changes in the gait in patients with intermittent

The referring physician assess if there is a risk profile

claudication:65

that can be influenced and for which physical therapy

•

the foot take-off on the claudication-side is less

is indicated. The physical therapist aims at a decrease of

powerful;

the physical inactivity. There can be an indication for

•

a decreased foot run;

physical therapy in case of one or more of the following

•

the stance phase is not completely finished;

aspects: obesity; disturbed lipid-spectrum; inactivity

•

there is a decreased dorsal flexion during heel con-

or hypertension. To stop smoking has to be specially
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mentioned. Although to stop smoking falls outside the

cian for consultation and advice. If necessary, the

professional scope of the physical therapist, the physical

patient could be referred (back) to a medical specia-

therapist will indirectly be troubled by it because smo-

list.

king influences the exercise capacity of the patient.
B.8
B6

Analysis

Treatment plan

After answering the mentioned questions, a treat-

The decision whether ‘physical therapy’ is indicated will

ment plan will be formulated in consultation with

be made based on the interpretation of the data gained

the patient (see flow chart). The treatment plan

from history-taking, complemented by the medical data

includes the physical therapeutic treatment goals and

from the referral and the assessment. For the analysis

the priority of these treatment goals. If the patient is

the following questions need to be answered:

currently receiving treatment from a practitioner of

•

Which impairments, disabilities and possibly partici-

another discipline, then both treatments will have to

pation problems are most important to the patient?

be adjusted with one another.

For example: severity of the pain complaints, mobi-

The starting points for planning information provisi-

lity limitations; limitations in ADL, work, sports;

on are the patient’s needs for information, advice and

participation in household, work, sports, hobby’s;

coaching, which would have become apparent during

reduced quality of life; inadequate pain behavior.

the diagnostic process.

•

Is there an objective decrease of the (pain free and
maximum) walking distance?

C Therapy

•

Is there inadequate pain behavior?

The central goal of physical therapy treatment is

•

Is there fear of physical exertion?

to decrease the complaints related to intermittent

•

Is there an abnormal gait?

claudication, the limitations (such as walking and

•

Has the patient problems with specific activities,

climbing stairs) and the participation problems (such

such as standing on one leg and climbing stairs?

as working, taking part in hobby’s or household). In

•

Is the patient physical inactive?

other words: to optimize the activities and participa-

•

What is the patient’s needs for information/advise?

tion. Apart from that, the decrease of risk factors for

•

Are there other disorders with higher priority than

atherosclerosis is an important focal point in the

intermittent claudication because they limit the

treatment of patients with intermittent claudication.

•

patient more than the arterial obstruction does?

The therapeutic process of the physical therapist focu-

What is the prognosis (in terms of timescale, course

ses on exercising the functions and activities (such

of patient’s complaints e.g. impairments, disabilities,

as walking and climbing stairs), on stimulating an

participation problems and the in influence of pro-

adequate coping behavior, on proving information

moting and hampering factors)?

and advise, and on stimulating an active lifestyle. The

•

Can the current problem areas be influenced by

physical therapist evaluates the goals systematically.

physical therapy? If so, to what extent?

The physical therapy treatment of patients with

•

Is the patient motivated to participate in physical

intermittent claudication has no definite duration. If,

therapy?

based on the analysis, the formulated treatment goals
are achieved, or it is assumed that the patient is able

B.7

Conclusion

to achieve the goals by himself, without physical the-

Physical therapy is indicated if one or more of the

rapy treatment, the treatment will end.

screening questions above can be answered with a

Hereby, it is important that the minimal exercise

‘yes’ and the physical therapist thinks that the pro-

length, intensity and frequency are guaranteed and

blem areas can be influenced by physical therapy.

that the continuity of the physical activities (compli-

When a patient can for certain reasons not be treated

ance) is not endangered. Finally the treatment will

in accordance with the clinical guidelines, this should

be ended when no progression can be expected, even

be reasoned.

when the specified goals are not yet achieved.

If there is no indication for physical therapy, the

This part of the guidelines describes which interven-

physical therapist should contact the referring physi-

tions and aids the physical therapist might use to
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achieve the treatment goals.

cal therapist treatment. In time the frequency of the
physical therapy treatments will decrease while the

C.1

Behavioral change

exercise activities performed by the patient himself

The treatment of patients with intermittent claudi-

will increase in frequency and magnitude.

cation intends to decrease the complaints as well as

An example of a such a program is described in

reduce the risks for atherosclerosis.5 On indication of

appendix 2.

the referring physician the physical therapist focuses on combating the physical inactivity. Therefore

C.3

a structural behavioral change is needed. The final

Depending on the findings during the diagnostic pro-

objective of this behavioral change is that the patient

cess (based on referral, history-taking and assessment)

meets the Dutch Standard of Healthy

Moving.58

To

Treatment goals

the physical therapy treatment of patients with inter-

enable the patient to achieve the desired behavi-

mittent claudication can focus on one or more of the

oral change, education (by providing information

following treatment goals:

and advise) is essential. Van der Burgt and Verhulst

1

to decrease the objective exercise limitation:

provide a model for patient education that could be

a

used as starting point in allied health professions.66

tance;

They view education as being a process in which
maintenance of the new behavior is the last step

increase the maximum (pain free) walking dis-

b increase the maximum aerobic capacity;
2

to decrease the subjective exercise limitation:

(see appendix 5). The patient’s readiness to change

a

his behavior is determined by an interplay between

b overcome the fear of physical exertion;

increase the pain tolerance;

attitude (how does the patient perceive the change in

3

to improve the gait pattern;

behavior?), social influences (how do others perceive

4

to reduce the physical inactivity;

the change in behavior?) and the patient’s perception

5

of his own efficacy, his self-efficacy (will it work to
change the behavior?).67 Van der Burgt and Verhulst

to improve specific activities, such as climbing
stairs or standing on one leg;

6

to provide information/advise.

emphasize that a behavioral change can only be
achieved after fulfillment of a number of conditions

The physical therapist is during the exercises on the

first.66 In the process they distinguish six steps. The

alert for possible complications, for example with

final step cannot be achieved if the preceding steps

respect to cardiac overload (see table 8) and leg pain

have not been taken.

without vascular cause (for example as a result of neu-

The information and advise has to be provided well-

ropathy, arthritis or other orthopedic-related pain).49

dosed. The working group recommends an education

When complication occur, the physical therapist will

plan as aid in the systematic provision of the neces-

adjust, if necessary, the exercise load.

sary information and advise, without providing the
patient to much.

1 Decrease the objective exercise limitation

All the time one has to take into account:

a Increase the maximum (pain free) walking dis-

•
•
•
•

locus of control: to which extent the patient

tance

thinks he can influence his situation?

The mean objective of exercise therapy for patients

attribution: to which attributes the patient the

with intermittent claudication is increasing the pain

influences on his course of life?

free walking distance. Exercise therapy, often wal-

coping behavior: how deals the patient with

king exercises, appears to be an effective means to

occurrences?

increase the (pain free) walking distance in patients

(emotional) condition of the patient.

with moderate to severe intermittent claudication.4,11,38,68,69 Besides that exercise therapy is also

C.2

Physical activating program

considered as a relatively safe and inexpensive form

The patient receives an activating program from the

of therapy for this group of patients.11,12 Leng et al.

physical therapist. This is an exercise program which

compared different forms of therapy in patients with

the patient has to perform in addition to the physi-

intermittent claudication.11
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Exercise therapy causes a greater improvement of

exercise therapy.11 After PTA, however, the maximum

the walking time, compared to a treatment with an

walking distance gradually decreases again, while

angioplasty as well as a therapy with anticoagulants.

the maximum walking distance of patients receiving

There is no significant difference in the increase of

exercise therapy during this period gradually keeps

the (pain free and maximum) walking time after

on increasing. That is way after 12 months the maxi-

exercise therapy and after surgical treatment. A small

mum walking distance is significantly greater for

trial shows that exercise therapy is less effective

patients receiving exercise therapy than for patients

than providing pentoxifylline. Leng et al. concluded

after PTA.11

that exercise therapy causes a significantly positive

There is no significant difference between the effect

improvement in patients with pain in the leg.11 In

of vascular surgery and exercise on the maximum

The Netherlands walking exercise is recommended

walking distance.11 A vascular surgical intervention

as a conservative form of treatment for patients with

leads to a result faster but is more expensive12 and is

intermittent

claudication.5,20

a greater risk for complications:11 in 18 percent of the

The physiological effects of walking exercises which

patients complications occurred.11 After an operation

could lead to an improvement of the physical perfor-

the ankle-arm index significantly increases, training

mance ability in patients with intermittent claudi-

does not increase the ankle-arm index.11

cation are: an increase and a more effective division

Robeer et al. studied the efficacy of walking exercise

of the blood flow11,49; a better use of the aerobic

in patients with intermittent claudication.4 In this

energy supply; an increase of oxidative enzymes;

review 9 studies are included. All studies demonstra-

a reduced independency of the anaerobic energy

ted an improvement of walking distance or walking

supply; an improvement of the flow characteristics

time. The improvement in walking time or distance

of the blood (decrease of the viscosity). In several

varies from 28-210 percent (mean 105; SD 55.8).

systematic reviews the efficacy of exercise therapy in

Previous reviews68,69 and a meta-analysis38 confirmed

patients with intermittent claudication is examined.

the conclusion that walking exercise increase the

The training programs in most of the studies varied

walking distance in patients with intermittent claudi-

from only walking, active (leg) exercises or physical

cation.

training and combinations of the three to training on

Smith et al. studied the efficacy of walking exercises

a treadmill, possibly in combination with strengthe-

in patients with intermittent claudication in a review,

ning of the muscles.

in which 11 studies were included.70 They found that

In the review of Leng et al. ten studies are included.11

the maximum walking distance increases with 88-190

In total almost 250 men and women with stable

percent due to walking exercises.

intermittent claudication are included. The follow-up

Ernst states in his review that there can be no doubt

varies from 12 weeks to 15 months. The used exercises

about the benefit of exercising for patients with inter-

vary, although all researchers recommend to exercise

mittent claudication, walking distances are doubled

at least two times a week, preferably under supervision.

by exercise training.69 During a two-months inten-

Exercise therapy improves the maximum walking

sive exercise program the pain free walking distance

time (in minutes) significantly. The weighed mean

increased with circa 100 percent, while no significant

increases after therapy with 6.51 minutes, the

improvement was observed in the control group.69

95%-confidence interval is

4.36-8.66

minutes. There is

In a meta-analysis Gardner and Poehlman found an

a mean improvement in walking capability of around

increase of 179 percent of the walking distance until

150 percent (range 74-230 percent). The maximum

the onset of pain.38 The distance until maximum

walking distance is significantly more improved by

pain increased with 122 percent.

exercise therapy than by

medication.11

Walking

exercise does not significantly improve the anklearm

index.11

Percutaneous Transluminal Angioplasty

The effects of randomized and non-randomized studies were pooled by Gardner and Poehlman. Also a
control group (a non-exercising group) was not used

(PTA) initially results in an increase of the maximum

in a lot of the included studies.38

walking distance. This increase, however, is not signi-

Based on their systematic review, in which 125 stu-

ficantly greater than the improvement as a result of

dies were included, Cachovan et al. concluded that
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Table 9. Assessment criteria with respect to the increase of the walking distances as a result of walking exercise.
Increase in walking distance

Assessment

< 50 percent

insufficient result

50 - 100 percent

moderate to fairly result

> 100 percent

good result

walking exercise is very effective for patients with

muscles. The group which had done strength trai-

intermittent claudication, stage II according to the

ning, showed only progression in walking speed

classification of

Fontaine.55

On average, the pain free

(measured with a questionnaire, Walking Impairment

walking distance increased with 150 percent and the

Questionnaire (WIQ)) and the scores for climbing

maximum walking distance with 200 percent. The

stairs.

best results are found when the exercise training is

The group which exercised on a treadmill, demon-

performed for at least three times a week, at least 30

strated progression in the amount of daily activities

minutes per training session, and for more than 6

measured with questionnaires and an activity moni-

months.

tor (the Vitalog). Furthermore, the general well-being
improved, the ability to walk distances improved, and
the energy consumption increased (with 48 MET-hour

Based on the above the working group formulated

per week). Finally, it appeared that the number of

the following recommendation:

active periods was increased with 5.4 per hour in the
group which exercised on a treadmill. Further study

Exercise training (level 1)

on the effects of exercise training programs on the

It is demonstrated that exercise training is an effec-

quality of life of the patients is definitely needed.4

tive treatment for patients with intermittent claudication. Exercise training leads to a significant increase
of the pain free and maximum walking distance.

Type of the exercises

Quality of the publication found: A (Leng11, Robeer et

Literature shows that walking exercise, often perfor-

al.4),

med on a treadmill, has the best results in the increase

B (Gardner &

Poehlman38,

Cachovan et

al.55).

of the pain free and maximum walking distances
Based on the above study results and practical expe-

and times.3,4,38,55,70,71 Programs focused on walking

riences, assessment criteria are formulated with

are more effective than strength training programs

respect to the increase of the walking distances as a

or programs combining strength training and wal-

result of walking exercise (see table 9).The increase

king.13,38,72 According to Gardner & Poehlman38

of the walking distance is measured compared to the

results of the stepwise multiple regression indicated

result of the first treadmill test, performed by the

that increase in the distances to onset and to maxi-

physical therapist.

mal claudication pain during treadmill testing were

At the moment there is not yet a generally accepted

independently related to three exercise components

exercise program for patients with intermittent clau-

in the following order of importance: (1) claudica-

dication with respect to form, content, intensity and

tion pain endpoint used during the exercise training

duration. Until now there are just a limited number

program, (2) length of the program, and (3) type of

of studies which determine what an improved action

exercise. Of particular importance, 89% and 87% of

radius means for the patient’s quality of

life.4

the variance in the increase in the distances to onset

In the RCT of Regensteiner et al. the effects of exercise

and to maximal claudication pain, respectively were

training on the functional status of the patients were

explained by these three components. The third most

studied.71,75 They found that exercise training on

effective program component for improvement in

a treadmill affected the functioning of the patient

claudication pain symptoms was the type exercise, as

in daily life more than strength training of the leg

it explained 12% and 19% of variance in the increases
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in the distances to onset and to maximal claudication

Based on the above the working group formulated

pain during treadmill testing, respectively.

the following recommendation:

Stepping and climbing stairs can be used as an alternative if there is no cardiac limitation (ischaemia,

Walking exercise (level 2)

rhythm).49,73

It is plausible that walking exercise is the most effecti-

By using alternatives the exercise

program knows some variation. There is one study

ve type of exercise for patients with intermittent clau-

reported also positive effects of exercises of the upper

dication, classification of Fontaine stage II. Walking

limbs, which is less painful for the patients.74 More

exercise leads to a significant increase of the pain free

studies (RCTs) are needed before that kind or exercise

and maximum walking distance.

therapy will be included in the recommendations of

Quality of the publications found: B (Gardner &

the guidelines.

Poehlman38, Cachovan et al.55).

Regensteiner et al. reported that strength training
may lead to a specific performance improvement of

Length of the exercise program

climbing stairs and walking speed in patients with

With respect to the length of the exercise program,

intermittent

claudication.75

It should be noted that

Hiatt states that a program of six months leads to

the performance improvement was determined with

a greater improvement than a program of three

a questionnaire (Walking Impairment Questionnaire).

months.3,72 Creasy demonstrated that the impro-

Walking (on a graded treadmill) is a very intensive

vement of a nine-month program was again greater

activity for claudication-patients. Intensive exercise

than that of a six-month program.3,76 According to

sessions, however, cannot be tolerated very well at

Gardner & Poehlman38 the length of the program is

the beginning of the therapy. Then, during the war-

the second most important training component. It

ming-up, physical therapist might use less aggrava-

explained 22 percent of the variance in the increase

ting exercises or activities, by which the body-weight

of the distance until the onset of pain and 28 percent

need not be carried, like cycling.50 The increase of the

of the variance in the increase of the maximum pain

(pain free) walking distance is to an important extent

distance after training.

attributed to local adaptations, such as an increase
in the collateral flow, a redistribution of the current

Based on the above the working group formulated

flow, and metabolic adaptations of the muscles fibers,

the following recommendation:

decreased dependence of the anaerobic

metabolism.49

Local adaptations occur in the muscle fibers which

Length of the exercise program (level 2)

are activated during the exercises. That is why those

It is plausible that training exercises for patients with

muscles, in which the claudication-patients experience

intermittent claudication, classification of Fontaine

the complaints, have to be activated during exercises.

stage II, are the most effective if the exercises are
maintained for at least six months.
Quality of the publications found: B (Gardner &
Poehlman38, Hiatt72, Creasy et al.76).
Intensity of the exercises
Intensive exercises (such as walking) are the most
effective in increasing the walking distance of
patients with intermittent claudication. Gardner &
Poehlman concluded, based on a meta-analysis, that
the claudication pain endpoint is the most important
training component.38 It explained 55 percent of
the variance in the increase of the distance until the
onset of pain and 40 percent of the variance in the
increase of the maximum pain distance after training.
The findings of Gardner & Poehlman are confirmed
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by Cachovan et al.38,55 Based on this conclusion it is

the ACSM-scale for pain).

recommended to provide types of training, in which

Quality of the publications found: B (Gardner &

the calf muscles are seriously exercised, which means

Poehlman38, Cachovan et al.55).

walking up to a score of 3 on a four-points scale.50
This is ascribed by Leng et al..13

Exercise frequency

The intensity of the exercises is particularly prescri-

Exercises which are performed at least three times a

bed on the basis of the pain score. Besides the pain

week have a greater effect on the increase of the (pain

score other parameters can be used such as oxygen

free and maximum) walking distance.4,13,38,55

uptake or heart rate, provided that it can be tolerated

Based on the above the working group formulated

by the patient.

the following recommendation:

Walking exercise up to almost maximum pain can be
performed in intervals, by which complete recovery

Exercise frequency (level 2)

can be permitted in the resting-period. This type of

It is plausible that training exercises for patients with

program can start with exercising 20 minutes (inter-

intermittent claudication, classification of Fontaine

val) at 40 percent of the VO2 max. If data on the

stage II, are the most effective if the exercises are per-

maximum oxygen uptake are lacking the heart rate

formed at least three times a week.

reserve can be used to dose the intensity of the exer-

Quality of the publications found: B (Gardner &

cises. The heart rate reserve is equal to the maximum

Poehlman38, Cachovan et al.55).

heart rate minus the heart rate at rest. If a patient’s
maximum heart rate is 160 beats per minute and the

Exercise length

heart rate at rest 60 beats per minute, the heart rate

An exercise length of at least 30 minutes per session is

reserve is 100.

advised to achieve the greatest possible improvement

With the help of the formula of Karvonen, the exer-

of the walking distances.4,13,38,55,56

cise heart rate can be calculated.
The exercise heart rate is the heart rate at rest plus a

Based on the above the working group formulated

percentage of the heart rate reserve. An exercise heart

the following recommendation:

rate for exercising with an intensity of 40 percent of
the VO2 max corresponds to 40 percent heart rate

Exercise length (level 2)

reserve. The exercise heart rate is equal to the heart

It is plausible that training exercises for patients with

rate at rest plus 40 percent of the heart rate reserve. In

intermittent claudication, classification of Fontaine

the example described above 40 percent of the heart

stage II, are the most effective if the exercise length is

rate reserve corresponds to an exercise heart rate of

at least 30 minutes (per exercise session).

60 + 40 = 100 beats per minute.

Quality of the publications found: B (Gardner &

The program can gradually be expanded to 40 minutes

Poehlman38, Cachovan et al.55,56).

at 70 percent of the VO2 max or 70 percent of the
heart rate reserve. Obviously on the condition that

Supervised versus non-supervised training exercises

there are no signs of (cardiac) overload of the patient.

Smit et al. state that supervised walking exercise is

To prevent cardiac overload a checklist can be used

preferred for patients with intermittent claudica-

(see table 8).

tion.70 Leng et al. state that walking exercise that is
supervised three times a week by physical therapists

Based on the above the working group formulated

involve significant costs.11 According to de Vries,

the following recommendation:

however, the cost effectiveness of walking exercise is
far more favorable than that of surgery. Nevertheless,

Intensity of the exercises (level 2)

the question to what extent supervised walking exer-

It is plausible that training exercises for patients with

cise programs are more effective than non-supervised

intermittent claudication, classification of Fontaine

exercise programs is justified. Until now, little is also

stage II, are the most effective if the walking exercise

known about the extent to which the supervision is

is performed up to almost maximum pain (score 3 on

most effective. Further research in order to determine
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the extent of supervision is desired.11 There are some

the following recommendation:

studies performed in which the effects of supervised
and non-supervised exercise training are compared.

Supervised versus non-supervised training exercises

Regensteiner et al. compared the effects of a supervi-

(level 2)

sed exercise program (in hospital) with a home-based

It is plausible that, with respect to increasing the pain

non-supervised exercise program.52-54 A control group

free and maximum walking distance, supervised exer-

that did not exercise was not included in the study.

cise programs are more effective than non-supervised

The exercise program lasted for 14 weeks and during

exercise programs for patients with intermittent clau-

both programs the patients had to walk. Both groups

dication.

performed 36 exercise sessions in circa 14 weeks. The

Quality of the publications found: B (Regensteiner et

exercise program performed at home by the non-

al.52-54, Patterson et al.77).

supervised group consisted of walking as fast as possible for 35 minutes three times a week. It was advised

Conclusions regarding walking exercise

to increase the exercise frequency to 50 minutes. A

There is not yet a generally accepted exercise program

nurse called every week to assess the frequency and

with respect to form, content, intensity and duration

length of the exercises. The supervised group exerci-

for patients with intermittent claudication. As far as

sed three times a week in hospital. The exercises con-

known the recommendations are formulated above.

sisted of walking on a treadmill with an intensity that

Besides that only limited research has been done

led to the onset of the complaints of pain. Also this

until this moment in determining what the improved

group started with 35 minutes walking, which was

action radius means for the patient’s quality of life.4

increased to 50 minutes. The study showed that the

In these guidelines the ‘state of the art’ is presented.

supervised exercise program had a significantly grea-

Gardner & Poehlman38 conclude that the following

ter effect on the pain free walking distance, the maxi-

circumstances improve the walking distance the most

mum walking distance, the VO2-peak, the Respiratory

while exercising patients with intermittent claudica-

Exchange Ratio (VCO2/VO2) and on the items (speed,

tion: the type of exercise is walking; the length of the

pain score and distance) of the Walking Impairment

exercises is 30 minutes; the exercise sessions are three

Questionnaire and on one item (physical function) of

times a week; the exercise program will be followed

the MOS (Medical Outcome Study).52-54 Patterson et al.

for 6 months and the patient walks until (almost)

compared the effects of a supervised and a non-super-

maximum pain. Studies included in some reviews

vised exercise program too.77 The programs lasted

seem to justify this conclusion.4,13,56.

both twelve weeks. In addition both groups attended

In many cases the patient is also advised to exercise

weekly educational meetings. The exercise sessions

at home. Until now, there is no consensus about

were lasting 20-60 minutes. In both programs a

the number of exercise sessions that have to be per-

significant increase of the pain free and maximum

formed under supervision.13 Walking exercise after

walking distance was observed (p<0.01). In the super-

a vascular surgical intervention may also lead to an

vised group, however, the increase of the pain free

increase of the walking distance.70,78

walking distance was significantly greater than in the

Brandsma et al. recommend a secondary study to

non-supervised group (131 versus 337 meter, p<0.04).

determine (1) the most effective and efficient form

Also the increase of the maximum walking time was

of walking exercise (duration, frequency, intensity,

significantly greater in the supervised program than

type of exercises), or general exercise programs which

in the non-supervised program (207 percent versus

include walking exercise, (2) when the maximum

70 percent, p<0.04). The test results were maintained

effects of an exercise program are reached and on

in the three months after the exercise program. There

which level the patient has to maintain the exercises

is insufficient information on the optimal extent of

to prevent a decline in walking distance and (3) the

supervision, the number of exercise sessions that has

well-being of the patient and to introduce the quality

to be supervised.

of life as an outcome measure.3

Based on the above the working group formulated

b Increase the maximum aerobic capacity
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To increase the maximum aerobic capacity the

therapist will learn the patient not to stop at the

patient has to exercise at least 2-3 times a week for at

onset of pain. Every time the patient has to learn to

least 20-30 minutes with an intensity of at least 50-60

walk a bit further ‘through the pain’. This is an aggra-

percent of the maximum aerobic capacity (VO2max).

vating activity for the patient, but anyhow exercises

When the data on maximum oxygen uptake are lac-

which provoke the complaints are imposed. Patients

king, one might also take 50-60 per cent of the heart

who have complaints of the calf muscles during

rate reserve, 60-70 per cent of the maximum heart

exertion, have to walk, for instance, on a graded tre-

rate or the RPE-score of 12-13 on the Borg scale. This

admill.

may also take place in intervals with exercise intervals

An increase of the (pain free) walking distance contri-

of at least 3-4 minutes, alternated with for instance

butes to an improved psychological condition of the

rest-periods of 3-4 minutes.

patient, because the patient will experience less parti-

An activating program is a good supplement to the

cipation problems.

physical therapy treatment in order to increase the

Behavior-orientated rehabilitation principles (for

general aerobic capacity (see appendix 2). Studies sho-

example conform cardiac rehabilitation) can be

wed that walking exercise may lead to a significant

applied in the treatment of patients who are dealing

increase of VO2max in patients with intermittent

inadequately with their complaints. In this approach,

claudication.52,54,70,79

the focus is on the situations in which the behavior

The increase of the general aerobic capacity can be

occurs, not on the under-lying pathology (impair-

achieved in different ways. Because of the specific

ment). During treatment the patient learns to develop

complaints of patients with intermittent claudication

an adequate coping behavior related to intermittent

and because of the fact that people usually move by

claudication. In the behavior-orientated treatment an

walking, walking is a more functional way of exerci-

attempt is made to involve the surroundings (such

sing than cycling. Moreover the specific coordination

as partner, employer) as much as possible in the tre-

of the gait can be practiced better during walking.

atment. In these guidelines the behavior-orientated

Apart from walking, other activities in which large

principles are not addressed further.

muscle groups are active and dynamic contractions
are performed are suited to train the maximum aero-

Based on the above the working group formulated

bic capacity. Obviously, the physical therapist has to

the following recommendation:

take the preference of the patient into account.
In this review of the evidence the basis of the advises

Increase the pain tolerance (level 4)

to increase the general aerobic capacity are not exten-

The working group takes the view that increasing

sively discussed, because these are described in great

the pain tolerance, learning the patient every time to

detail in the exercise-physiological

literature.39,42,43,49

walk a bit further ‘through the pain’, has a positive
effect on the maximum walking distance.

2 Decrease the subjective exercise limitation
capacity

b Overcome the fear of physical exertion

It is advised to pay attention to the psychological

In order to overcome the fear of physical exertion the

condition of the patient. Being actively involved

working group advises to use the methods that are

in the treatment and meeting other patients with

also used in cardiac rehabilitation.41,42 The objectives

intermittent claudication can already have a positive

are concretized as much as possible. For example: the

effect on the patient’s coping behavior. Within this

patient is able to interpret his physical reactions well

treatment goal two subgroups can be distinguished,

(according to the observations of the physical thera-

with clear difference in treatment.

pist); a patient indicates to be more conscious of the
condition of his own body; a patient indicates during

a Increase the pain tolerance

an interview or on a questionnaire to experience less

Not every patient copes in the same way with his

or no fear in certain situations, for instance during

complaints. In some patients the pain will lead to a

heavy physical exertion.

decrease in activities. During treatment the physical

Hereby, it is important that the patient feels safe. A
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good interpretation of the physical reactions might

at constant speed (3.2 km/hour with no gradient)

contribute to this. A good interpretation of physi-

declined with 9.5 percent.82

cal reactions is possible by recognizing the normal

Smit et al. indicate that walking exercise may lead

symptoms of physical activity and furthermore by

to an improvement of the mechanical efficiency,

recognize early the signs of cardiac overload (see

a decrease of the energy consumption at a certain

table 8). It is recommended that the patient learns

amount of physical exertion.70 At a fixed amount

to assess the subjective overload with the Borg scale

of physical exertion walking exercise leads also to a

(see appendix 1). Most patients are able to use the

lower pulse frequency and lower lactate concentra-

Borg scale after five

meetings.80

In decreasing the sub-

tions in the blood.70 An increased mechanical effi-

jective exercise limitation the activating program is

ciency contributes to an improvement of the walking

important next to the physical therapy treatment (see

performances, an increase of the walking distance.

appendix 2).

For patients with intermittent claudication walking exercises focused on improved coordination

Based on the above the working group formulated

and increased efficiency is advised by the American

the following recommendation:

College of Sports Medicine.38,49
Gait analysis may also show that the walking speed

Overcome the fear of physical exertion (level 4)

of the patient is too low. Strength training of the leg

The working group takes the view that by overco-

muscles, training of six groups of muscles three times

ming the fear of physical exertion contributes to a

a week, can contribute to an increase of the walking

decrease of the subjective exercise limitation.

speed.52-54

3 Improve the gait pattern

Based on the above the working group formulated

Specific changes in the gait can be observed in

the following recommendation:

patients with intermittent claudication when the
pain complaints occur. Practical field studies show

Improve the gait (level 3)

that in these patients demonstrate similarities in the

There are indications that walking exercise can contri-

changes in the gait that occur by

pain.65

An impaired

bute to an improvement of the efficiency of walking.

arterial blood flow to the calf muscles induces the dis-

Quality of the publications found: C (Womack et

orders in coordination. The patient will compensate.

al.82).

When patients have complaints for a longer period of
time, the changes in the gait will not disappear just
like that through exercises that are only focused on

4 Decrease of physical inactivity and risk factors
for cardiovascular diseases

an increase of the pain free walking distance. Even

In all phases of peripheral vascular diseases reducing

after PTA and vascular surgery the changed gait might

the risk profile forms the basis of the treatment.5

remain, even though an improved blood flow makes

Treatment of patients with intermittent claudication

the compensation behavior redundant.

decreases mortality caused by a myocardial infarction

Specific walking exercise is aimed at improving the

and CVA.

coordination and reducing the compensating mecha-

The morbidity and mortality can be decreased by

nisms that occur during the

pain.81

There is weak

means of different strategies, such as moving, stop

scientific evidence that walking exercise leads to a

smoking, anticoagulant medication, decreasing the

reduction of compensating mechanisms and even the

cholesterol levels and intervene if there is a risk of

disappearance of these mechanisms.65

cardiovascular disorder.83

Walking exercise contributes to the mechanical

Izquierdo-Porrera et al. found that exercise rehabilita-

efficiency of walking in patients with intermittent

tion not only improved the functional performance

claudication.38

capacity in patients with intermittent claudication

Womack et al. found indications

that walking exercise in patients with intermittent

but also had a positive effect on the risk factors for

claudication may lead to an increased mechanical

cardiovascular diseases.79 An improvement of the

efficiency; the oxygen consumption while walking

LDL-cholesterol
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level (5 percent) and systolic blood pressure (6 per-

cycling can, if preferred, be gradually decreased and

cent) was observed. The exercise program lasted for

the size of walking gradually be increased.

6 months and existed of walking on a treadmill until
almost maximum pain (score 3 on the ACSM-scale for

5 Improve specific activities

pain). The duration as well as the intensity were pro-

The history-taking and the functional assessment

gressively increased during the program.

might demonstrate that the patient experiences pro-

In accordance with the usual approach in cardiac

blems while performing specific activities, such as

rehabilitation the physician who treats the patient

standing on one leg or climbing stairs. These activi-

may formulate one or more of the following sub-

ties have to specifically exercised. Preferably as much

goals:41,42 the patient knows the nature of atheros-

as possible in a functional manner. It concerns exerci-

clerosis and the risk factors; stops smoking; develops

se therapy preferably performed under supervision of

and maintains a physical active lifestyle; develops a

a therapist. By performing this therapy attention has

healthy eating pattern.

to be paid to the individual situation of the patient.

The physical therapist primarily focuses on the decrease

Among others pay attention to the load-bearding

of the physical inactivity.

capacity of the patient, strength, coordination, balan-

The objective hereby is that patient meets the Dutch

ce and use of medication. In these guidelines the con-

Standard of Healthy

Moving.58

In these guidelines

tent of exercise therapy is not further addressed, as

the basis of the influence of movement on the risk for

this is considered known by the physical therapist.

cardiovascular diseases in general are not discussed.

Strengthening the leg muscles, exercising six groups

This is extensively described in the literature.

of muscles three times a week, may lead to an impro-

Although to stop smoking falls outside the profes-

vement of climbing stairs.75 Regensteiner et al. exer-

sional scope of the physical therapist, the physical

cised the m. tibilalis anterior, m. gastrocnemius, m.

therapist will indirectly be troubled by it because

soleus, hamstrings, m. quadriceps femoris, m. gluteus

smoking influences the exercise capacity of patients

maximus and m. gluteus medius. It was exercised on

with intermittent claudication. Jongert et

al.80,

Cahan

et al.84 and Gardner et al.85 showed that smokers

the six repetition maximum (the resistance that can
be overcome maximally six times in a row).75

performed worse than non-smokers. Compared to
non-smokers, smokers have more pain; the maximum

6 Provide information and advise

pain occurs sooner (on average 1.37 minute sooner

Providing good and adequate advice is an important

during walking); the pain remains longer (on average

part in the treatment of patients with intermittent

2.21 minute longer); the VO2peak is lower (8 percent

claudication. Educating the patient forms the basis

lower); the pulmonary ventilation (Ve) is

for the desired behavioral adjustments. It is a process,

higher (13,5 percent higher) and the peripheral circu-

with a behavioral change as final step (final result).

lation is decreased.

This final step cannot be achieved if the preceding

Smoking increases not only the risk for cardiovascular

steps have not been taken. The education consists of

diseases, but also the risk for a functional dependent

six steps, and per step attention is paid to the pro-

lifestyle.

blems the patient experiences. The patient’s need for

A lot of patients with intermittent claudication will

advice, which becomes apparent during diagnosis,

(at he beginning of the therapy) not be able to per-

forms the basis for the patient’s individual education

form the required length and amount of exercises in

plan. In providing information and advise current

order to assess the risk profile for cardiovascular

information material such as brochures and video

diseases. In any case not when they go walking. The

material might be used.

working group recommends to offer these patients
not only a treatment focused on increasing the (pain

C.4

free) walking distance, but also forms of exercises

In addition to carrying out ‘continuous’ evaluation

that can be better tolerated, such as cycling. Through

during treatment, thorough evaluation should take

cycling an attempt can be made to reduce the risk

place after four weeks. This will be done based on

factors. If there is an increase in walking distance, the

the specified goals (in terms of improvement of the
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Table 10. Example of a treatment scheme.
Phase

Frequency of treatment Duration of phase

Number of treatments

Phase of starting

3 times a week

1 week

3

Phase of exercising

2 times a week

4 weeks

8

Phase of exercising on one’s own once a week

5 weeks

5

Phase of maintenance phase

once per 2 weeks

2 weeks

1

Phase of aftercare

once per month

6 months

6

impairments, disabilities and participation problems)

C.5

and the level of activities of the patient. Evaluation of

An important aspect in the treatment (to maintain

the treatment goals takes place by means of history-

the result) is stimulating the patient to develop an

taking and measurements in the functional assess-

active lifestyle.

ment. Appendix 3 describes, for each sub-goal, evalua-

During the twelve weeks of physical therapy treat-

tion instruments and desired final results.

ment, the patient and the physical therapist aim at

Central in the evaluation is the measuring of the effect

a decrease of patient’s dependence. Therefore the

of the treatment on the patient’s quality of life. Based

physical therapy treatments may gradually take place

on the questionnaire Patient Specific Complaints the

less frequently while the physical activities performed

(improvement) of the functional status of the patient

by the patient himself increase in magnitude. Finally,

is determined in order to check whether the most

the patient has to be able (and dare) to perform the

important complaints of the patient with respect to

physical activities independently, that is without

physical activities are improved.

physical therapeutic support, in a responsible way.

The duration and frequency of the treatment of

There is no scientific basis for the extent of physical

patients with intermittent claudication are flexi-

therapeutic support. The extent to which treatment is

ble. The treatment will end when the patient has

required depends on the individually specified treat-

achieved the specified goals, or when the patient has

ment goals and the personal situation of the patient.

partially achieved the specified goals and the patient

The treatment will be ended when the specified goals

is expected to be able to achieve the treatment goals

are achieved, or when the patient is able to achieve

on his own.

the treatment goals on his own, or when no progres-

Based on the evaluation, the treatment plan will be

sion can be expected. See the treatment scheme in

modified, if necessary. When complications occur

table 10 for an indication.

Aiming for independence of the patient

during treatment the patient will (possibly) be sent
back to the referring physician.

C.6

If the patient’s condition did not improve the physi-

At the end of the treatment episode, and (if neces-

Final evaluation, conclusion and reporting

cal therapist assesses whether an improvement is

sary) during treatment, the referring physician will be

expected in the period to come.

informed about the treatment. Information will be

When the patient has not achieved the specified

given on the treatment goals, the treatment results,

goals but is thought to have reached his maximum

and the provided advises (see KNGF-guidelines entitled

capacity, the treatment will also be ended and the

’Communicating with and reporting back to primary

patient will be sent back to the referring physician.

care physicians’).86 For reporting see the KNGF-guide-

The final evaluation takes place after 12 weeks.

lines entitled ‘Physical therapy documentation and

During this evaluation the results of functional assess-

reporting’.2

ments such as the treadmill test (pain free and maxi-

To ensure good communication and information

mum walking distances), gait analysis, risk factors for

exchange between physicians and physical therapist,

cardiovascular diseases, and psychological factors can

the following five items can be helpful: Indication

be assessed. Appendix 3 might support the decision-

setting, Consultation, Referral, Contact during treat-

making process during the final evaluation.

ment, and Reporting.87
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C.7

Aftercare

At the end of the therapy, the physical therapist

lines. These guidelines will no longer be valid if there
are new developments that necessitate a revision.

should encourage the patient to stay active and continue the healthy lifestyle. At the end of the treatment

Before any revision is carried out, the recommended

period of twelve weeks (or sooner if the treatment

method of guideline development and implementa-

goals are achieved) the physical therapist can coach

tion should also be updated on the basis of any new

the patient for 3-6 months. The patient performs an

knowledge and to take into account any cooperative

exercise program on his own and the physical thera-

agreements made between the different groups of

pist can evaluate and supervise the exercise progres-

guideline developers working in the Netherlands.

sion on the basis of a journal which will be filled in

The details of any consensus reached by Evidence-

by the patient (see appendix 4). In this way there is a

Based Guidelines Meetings (i.e., the EBRO platform),

greater chance that the patient will keep up an active

which are organized under the auspices of the

lifestyle.

(Dutch) Collaborating Center for Quality Assurance

Over the long term, it is easier for patients to continue

in Healthcare (CBO), will also be taken into account

exercising if it is in a form that the patient enjoys and

in any updated version of the method of guideline

is carried out in a group setting. Therefore, the physi-

development and implementation. For example, the

cal therapist informs the patient about the possible

stipulation that uniform and transparent methods are

exercise activities (e.g. Sporty Walking, Corefit, Heart-

necessary for determining the amount of evidence

in-Movement).

needed and for deriving practice recommendations
would constitute an important improvement.

D.

Legal status of the guidelines

These guidelines are not statutory regulations. They
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Appendix 1
Measuring instrument Patient Specific Complaints
•

Let the patient name the three most difficult, most important and most frequently performed activities or
movements that the patient finds hard to do. They have to be activities or movements that are important
but inevitable for the patient.

•

Let the patient describe the chosen activities as detailed as possible. Try to quantify as much as possible in

•

Ask the patient to score the three activities or movements on difficulty in performing on the Visual

•

To evaluate the effect of therapy, the scores of the three mentioned activities can be used. The effect is

terms of duration, distance, repetitions, etcetera.
Analogue Scale (VAS).
always expressed as the difference in score between the first and the second measurement. For example:
first measurement of 70 mm (measured from the left), second measurement of 30 mm, the effect-score will
then be 40 mm. Note: the length of the VAS is exactly 100 mm.
Three activities (difficult to perform and occurring often) are, arranged in order of importance:
1. ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
2. ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
3. ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
Problem: Walking for 30 minutes
How difficult was it to perform this activity the past week?
Do you put a line on the left side than the walking was easy to do
No problem at all

impossible

Do you put a line on the right side than the walking was hard to do
No problem at all

impossible

Date …. / …. / ….
Problem 1
How difficult was is to perform this activity the past week?
No problem at all

impossible

Problem 2
How difficult was is to perform this activity the past week?
No problem at all

impossible

Problem 3
How difficult was is to perform this activity the past week?
No problem at all

40
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Example
variations in pain free walking distance).

Questionnaire for the need for
information

 Pain scales: how do I indicate how much pain I

With the help of the questionnaire it can be assessed

 Risk factors cardiovascular diseases, decrease risk

whether the patient needs information and on which
subject. Based on the results the physical therapist
can make a personal information plan for the patient.

feel?
behavior (among others stop smoking).
 What can I do as a patient and what is the value
of a healthy lifestyle.
 Diary.

Instruction

 Signs of overload (of heart or muscles and joints).

Mark on the following list the subjects for which you

 Feet and skin care (including taking care of

already received information. Did you already receive

wounds), footwear.

all the necessary information, mark this on the list by

 What to do and what not?

putting a cross. Don’t do this if you want some more

 Questions often asked.

information on a subject, even if, in the past, you

 Notification at thrombosis clinic, necessary or

received already some information on this subject.

not?
 Medication (kind, dosage, side effects).
 When to contact the primary care physician?

Subject
 Information on the disorder: on peripheral arterial diseases, intermittent claudication(causes,
 Prognostic factors: the course of the disorder.

ACSM-scale for pain for intermittent
claudication

 Risks for CVA, myocardial infarction.

 Grade 1: light discomfort or onset of pain on

symptoms)?

 What happens during physical activity, what
causes the complaints?

modest level (present, but minimal).
 Grade 2: moderate discomfort or pain of which

 Ways to establish the diagnosis.

the patient’s attention can be diverted, for

 Ankle-arm index, Doppler-echocardiographs,

example by conversation.

duplex-angiographs, magnetic resonanceangiographs.
 Treadmill test: what is it and for what purpose is

 Grade 3: intense pain (almost grade 4) from which
the patient’s attention cannot be diverted.
 Grade 4: excruciating and unbearable pain.

the test performed?
 Therapy: different possibilities, walking exercise,
PTA,

bypass-surgery.

 Information material, such as brochures and video
material.
 Exercise principles: what are the most important
exercise principles?

Borg RPE-scale
The Borg RPE-scale (Ratings of Perceived Exertion) is a
subjective index.1 It is an aid to estimate the extent
of exertion, the level of the load and the fatigue on
a scale from 6 to 20 (see table 11). In addition to a

 Exercise effects: which can be expected?

series of numbers the scale includes a short descrip-

 Exercise goals: what is attempted to achieve with

tion of the exercise intensity at the odd numbers. The

the exercises?
 Exercise methods: which forms of physical
exertion/activities are useful?

descriptions are short and concise (for example ‘very
light’ or ‘very heavy’). These are the ‘verbal anchors’
that relate the (objective) score to the (subjective)

 Walking exercise: instructions with regard to the

observation. Exercise is necessary to enable calibra-

intensity (condition, posture, pain threshold,

tion, to make clear which objective score relates to

signs of overload, speed, distance, duration, foot-

which subjective experience.

wear, pack), aids (such as pedometer), coaching.

The use of the Borg RPE-scale enables to recognize

 Principles of exercise tolerance and exercise limitations.
 Daily variations in exercise tolerance (for example

V-07/2004
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Table 11. The Borg-scale, a scale for the heaviness of the physiacal exercise load
Exercise load

Borg score

extremely light

6
7
8

very light

9
10

fairly light

11
12

fairly heavy

13
14

heavy

15
16

very heavy

17
18

extremely heavy

19
20

rates the subjectively perceived exertion. This subjective experience can not be ascribed to a specific

A minority of the people (5-10 percent) has difficulties

aspect of the exercise load, for example to the respira-

to understand the scale. The ratings on the RPE-scale of

tion, the lactate concentration or the oxygen uptake.

these people are not reliable and valid. Despite practi-

The observation of exertion is a combination of dif-

cing they will not be able to use the RPE-scale properly.

ferent forms of sensations (from different peripheral

Apart form that mistakes occur that can be ascribed to

muscles, respiration, temperature regulation, etc.).

improper use of the scales. A good instruction of the

Apart form the sensoric information, there are also

scale to the user is indispensable. This means that the

memories of work situations and the accompanying

physical therapist has to know the backgrounds of the

emotions. Motivation and emotion during exercising

RPE-scale

can also influence the perception and performance.

patients in using the scale is necessary. At least five

Thus, the score on the RPE-scale expresses the ‘total’

practice sessions are needed to learn to use the scale

subjective load.

properly.

well. In addition sufficient practicing by the

The quality and standardization of the instruction
influences the reliability of (the use) of the Borg-scale.

Literature

That is why it is advised to provide the following

1

gebruik van de Borgschaal bij bewegingsactiviteiten voor hart-

standard instruction when patients use the Borg-scale.
Indicate during the physical movement how hard this
is. The experienced load depends mainly on the extent

Jongert MWA, Benedictus J, Dijkgraaf J, Koers H, Oudhof J. Het
patiënten. Bunnik: Hart in Beweging; 2002.

2

Borg G. Borg’s Perceived Exertion and Pain Scales. Human
Kinetics: Champaign, IL; 1998.

of the exertion, tiredness of the muscles, and the feeling of exhaustion. Look at the ratings on the scale.
Give a rating of 6 to 20, in which 6 means no load at
all and 20 means maximum exertion. Try to describe
your feelings honestly, without considering how heavy
the load really is. Do not overestimate neither underestimate. Only your own feeling is important in this,
not what other people indicate. Look at the scale and
descriptions, and choose a number (6-20).
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Gait analysis list Nijmegen
Name:

……………………………………………………………………………………

Performed by:

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Affected side zijde: left (……)

right (……)

Date:

……......…

Step frequency: :
STANCE FACE

/ ……......… / ……...…..

…………… steps/minute

SWINGFACE
Priority

Item Question

Early

Middle

Left

yes / no

Right

yes / no

Late

Early

Late

General 1

Is the stance phase shortened?

yes / no

Trunk

2

Falls the trunk evidently before the hips?

3

Falls the trunk evidently behind the hips?

4

Is there a lateral flexion?

5

Is there too little arm swing?

Pelvis

6

Is there too much backwards

Left

rotation

Right

yes / no

yes / no

Hip

7

Is there too little extension?

Left

yes / no

yes / no

Right

yes / no

Knee

8

Is there too little extension?

9

Is the flexion lacking?

10

Is there too little flexion?

11

Is there too little extension?

Left

yes / no

Right

yes / no

12

Is there too little plantar flexion?

Left

13

Is there too little dorsal flexion?

yes / no
yes / no
yes / no

Left

yes / no

Right

yes / no

Left

yes / no

Right

yes / no
yes / no
yes / no

yes / no

yes / no
yes / no

yes / no
yes / no yes / no

Right

Ankle

yes / no
yes / no

Left
Left

yes / no

yes / no yes / no
yes/ no

yes / no

Right

yes / no

yes / no

Left

yes / no

yes / no

Right

yes / no

yes / no
yes / no
yes / no
yes / no

Right

yes / no

yes / no

yes / no

Left

yes / no

yes / no

Right

yes / no

yes / no

Explanation
•

Encircle a (yes) at the appropriate item if an abnormal phenomenon is observed.

•

Encircle a (no) at the appropriate item if an abnormal phenomenon is absent.

•

In the column ‘Priority’ a (yes) will be encircled if a change of the observed phenomenon by means of walking exercise is absolutely necessary for that part of the gait.

•

In de column ‘Priority’ a (no) will be encircled if improvement of this phenomenon is found less important
in providing walking exercise.

•

The limited dorsal flexion should especially be observed in the middle of the stance phase. A limited dorsal
flexion may lead to a shortened contra-lateral swing phase.
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Standard values of the gait
STANCE PHACE
early

middle

late

early

late

0-10%

10-35%

35-60%

60-70%

70-100%

Trunk
Pelvis

SWING PHASE

above the hip
backwards rotation

‘neutral’

above the hip
backwards rotation forwards rotation

5° to ‘neutal’
Hip

5° to ‘neutral’

until 5°

‘no’ movement

extension

extension

flexion

flexion

stays in about

25° flexion to

‘neutral’ to

10° extension to

15° flexion to

25° flexiion

‘neutral’

10° extension

15° flexion

25° flexion

Knee

Ankle

until 5° extension

forwards rotation

flexion

extension

flexion

flexion

extension

from 0° extension

from 20° flexion

from ‘neutral’

from 50° felxion

from 70° flexion

to 20° flexion

to ‘neutral’

tp 50° felxion

to 70° flexion

to 0° extension

plantar flexion

dorsal flexion

plantar flexion-

dorsal flexion-

‘no’ movement

from ‘neutral’

from 10° plantar

from 10° dorsal

from 20° plantar

stays about
‘neutral’

to 10° plantar

flexion to 10°

flexion to 20°

flexion to

flexion

dorsal flexion

plantar flexion

‘neutral’

Short manual

Agreement on the above is important, because in nor-

-

Only clearly abnormal phenomenon are tested.

-

L (left), R (right), L + R (left and right) or O (nor-

-

A more static gait.

mal) can be scored.

-

A more passive gait.

-

The minimum speed is hundred steps per minute.

The specific characteristics of a more static gait are:

-

The analysis takes preferably place on the basis of

1. A step frequency of 100-125 steps per minute is

video-frames with the possibility of freeze frames.

mal gait also a distinction can be made between:

possible.
2. The movement behavior of the knee is in the

The specific characteristics of a dynamic gait are:

beginning of the stance phase less dynamic, pos-

-

The step frequency is between 110-125 steps per

sibly leading to fixation in extension in the early

-

There is a flexion in the knee at the beginning of

-

There is a heel rise before the contra-lateral leg has

4. Heel rise is often too late or absent.

heel contact.

5. The trunk is behind the hips.

-

The trunk is before or above the hips/feet.

6. The range of movement of the arms are less in

-

The arms sway relaxed, alternating backwards

minute.
the stance phase.

and forwards (as a resultant of the rotation of the
trunk).

44

stance phase (0-10 percent walking cycle).
3. First contact with the floor will be with the whole
foot.

length but alternating. There is less relaxation.
7. The range of movement of all joints can be abnormal (see standard values).
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The specific characteristics of a passive static gait are:
1

A step frequency is less than 100 steps per minute.

2

In the early stance phase flexion of the knee is
absent. Often there is a extension or hyperextension.

3

First contact with the floor will be with the whole
foot.

4

There is no (active) heel rise.

5

The trunk is behind the hips.

6

The arms move along less.

7

The different joints show abnormal range of
movement (see standard values).
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Appendix 2
Activating program

For patients for which a decrease of the risk factors

The activating program is developed to be performed

for cardiovascular diseases is an important treatment

independently by the patient (in addition to the

goal, one can choose to cycle 15 minutes in addition

physical therapy treatment). The objective is that

to the walking during the first 6 weeks of the pro-

the patient meets to the Dutch Standard of healthy

gram. The cycling will only be done on those days

Moving (Exercise Guidelines).1

that the patient is not treated by the physical thera-

The program is structured gradually. At first the size

pist. The intensity of the cycling is at 40-50 percent

will be increased, later the intensity will be increased.

of VO2 max or 40-50 percent heart beat reserve or

In the first weeks the patients have to learn to feel of

Borg score 11-12. By adding cycling to the program,

the subjective symptoms of the load during physical

it is possible to increase the total size of exercising (in

activities. The usage of the Borg-scale and the ACSM-

the stage in which the patient is not capable to walk

scale for pain can be learned in this period. In the

a long time in succession). From week 7 on two dif-

first weeks the patient can also gain experience in the

ferent exercise sessions are performed daily. The first

use of a diary. Because the patient has to develop per-

exercise session will be focused on decreasing the risk

manently an active lifestyle it was deliberately chosen

of cardiovascular diseases, while the second exercise

not to begin with a too intensive program. In the

session will be focused on increasing the maximum

first weeks the patient can gain positive experiences

walking distance.

during the program because he does not have to walk

When, through circumstances, a patient is not able

too far ‘through the pain’, at least not in the part of

to exercise a week, the patient goes one week back

the program that the patient performs independently.

in the program. Thus, if the patient has missed week

The intensive exercises are in the first weeks supervi-

5 through circumstances, the training start again at

sed by the physical therapist. On those days that the

week 4.

patient will be treated by the physical therapist, the

The level of stepping into the program depends on

patient has to walk by himself only once (apart from

the results of the treadmill test according to table 12.

the treatment).

An example of the activating program is shown in
table 13.

Patients with a low exercise tolerance could choose
to start with one exercise session a day. By doing so
one extra week will be added at the beginning of the

Literature

program (week 0). In week 2 one can start exercising

1

Coumans B, Leurs MTW. Richtlijn Gezond Bewegen.
Geneeskunde en Sport 2001:34;4:142-6.

twice a day.

Table 12. Assessment of the level of stepping into the program based on the maximum walking distance in a
treadmill test.
Maximum walking distance in a treadmill test

Number of the week of stepping into an
activating program

≤ 100 m

1

≤ 200 m

2

≤ 250 m

3

≤ 300 m

4

≥ 300 m

5
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Appendix 3
Evaluation measuring instruments
Subgoal

Endresult

Evaluation-instrument

1. Decrease the objective exercise
limitation
a

increase the maximum (pain

The patient can walk further

free) walking distance

(pain free and maximum wal-

•

treadmill test

•

Maximum exercise test (possi-

king distance increase with
100%).
b increase the exercise capacity

The maximum aerobic capacity
is increased.

bly symptom limited)
•

assessment of VO2 max (performed by medical specialist)

2. Decrease the subjective exercise
limitation
a

increase the pain tolerance

b overcome the fear of physical
exertion
3. Improve the gait
4. Decrease the physical inactivity

The patient can and dares to

•

history-taking

walk through the pain until a

•

observation

score of 3-4 on the ACSM-scale

•

ACSM-scale

for pain.

•

history-taking

The patient is not afraid any-

•

observation

more to exert himself.

•

Borg-scale

The patient shows a more effec-

•

video-frames

tive gait pattern.

•

gait analysis list Nijmegen

The patient shows a more active

•

diary

lifestyle: he exercises at mode-

•

history-taking

rate intensity at least 5 times

•

risk profile of cardiovascular

a week for 30 minutes; score

for pain

disease

of 11-12 on the Borg-scale,
40-50% VO2 max; 40-50%
heart beat reserve (conform
the Dutch Standard of Healthy
Moving).
5. Improve specific activities
6. Provide information/advise

The patient is capable of perfor-

•

history-taking

ming the activities better.

•

observation

The patient has insight in the

•

history-taking

(causes of) the disorder, the

•

questionnaire

health problem, the course of
the disorder and the prognostic
factors. The patient recognizes
the importance of an active
lifestyle.
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Appendix 4
Diary
The exercise diary is an important aid in the supervision of your movement activities. On the basis of your
diary the physical therapist will be able to assess your progressions and to prevent overload. Based on the diary
it can also become clear if the exercise load has to be adjusted. Finally the diary provides clear information on
the way you cope with your complaints and if you have developed an active lifestyle.
MONTH:
Week:

DIARY OF:
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saterday

Sunday

Date
Night’s rest
Weight
Activity: walking or
something else, namely
Number of walking
periods*
(Mean) duration of the
walking periods*
Number of resting periods
(Mean) duration of the
resting periods
Total walking duration*
Number of steps**
Borg-score (6-20)
Maximum pain score (1-4)
until maximum pain
Number of times walked
until highest pain score
Special circumstances
Feeling afterwards
Other remarks
*

or distance in meters

** if known

Explanation
Date: Fill in the current date.
Night’s rest: Point out how your night’s rest was: good/ sufficient/ moderate/bad.
Weight: present your weight in kilograms (until 0.1 kg precisely); weigh yourself in the morning after getting up.
Activity: walking or something else, namely …. Describe which activity you have done.
Number of walking periods*: Indicate the total number of periods that you walked today. Not the activities of
daily life are meant, but only the walking periods performed (outside) as part of the walking exercise.
(Mean) duration of the walking periods*: Indicate the mean duration of the walking periods that day.
Number of resting periods*: How often did you have to rest as a result of your complaints?
(Mean) duration of the resting periods*: What was the mean duration of the resting periods.
Total walking duration*: How long did you walk today in total?
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Number of steps*: This can only be filled in if you use a step-counter: How many steps did you take during the
walking exercise?
Borg-score: The Borg-score is an aid to estimate the subjective load, the level of exertion, on a scale of 6 to 20.
Indicate how heavy the load is during walking. This can only be done if you are familiar with the usage of the
Borg-scale.
Maximum pain score until maximum pain: Indicate the maximum pain score that you achieved during
walking. Make use of the following four points-scale: grade 1: light discomfort or onset of pain on modest level
(present, but minimal); grade 2: moderate discomfort or pain of which the patient’s attention can be diverted,
for example by conversation; grade 3: intense pain (almost grade 4) from which the patient’s attention cannot
be diverted; grade 4: excruciating and unbearable pain. (The maximum pain score you achieved during exercising on the day concerned is meant.)
Number of times walked until maximum pain score: How often did you walk today until the maximum
pain score that you achieved today during walking?
Special circumstances: If there were special circumstances you can describe them here, such as:
•

injuries or complaints;

•

abnormal weather conditions;

•

powerful wind, rain, iciness;

•

extreme temperatures or humidity.

Feeling afterwards: How did you feel when the walking exercise was over? Have you had complaints after the
exercise and how severe were these complaints?
Other remarks: Here you can describe everything that you find important and that is not yet written down.

* These items are about what you really have done, not what you planned to do.

V-07/2004
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Appendix 5
Education plan for patients with intermittent claudication

Step 2: Understanding
Information must be presented in such a way that
the patient will understand it and remember it. It

Education is necessary to come to a behavioral

is important: not to provide too much information

change

at one time; to decide which information is needed

The treatment of patients with intermittent claudi-

first and what can be saved for later; to repeat the

cation intends to decrease the complaints as well as

message in another form, or to explain the message

reduce the risks for atherosclerosis.1

by using aids (leaflets and videos). The physical the-

On indication of the referring physician the physical

rapist should monitor whether or not the patient has

therapist focuses on combating the physical inactivi-

understood the information provided.

ty. Therefore a structural behavioral change is needed.
To enable the patient to achieve the desired behavio-

Step 3: Wanting

ral change, education (by providing information and

The physical therapist should determine what (de)

advise) is essential. The patient’s readiness to change

motivates the patient to act. Here it is important: to

his behavior is determined by an interplay between

determine how significant performing the exercises is

attitude (how does the patient perceive the change in

to the patient; to find out whether individuals in the

behavior?), social influences (how do others perceive

patient’s environment encourage or discourage the

the change in behavior?), the patient’s perception

patient; and to determine whether the patient feels

of his own efficacy, his self-efficacy (will it work to

that he can influence the situation. The patient tries

change the behavior?) and the expected outcomes

to estimate his chance on success: will he be able to

(what are the results for the patient of the behavioral

perform the desired behavior? The physical therapist

change?).

offers support and provides information about different options and alternatives. Achievable goals are set

Steps in the patient education plan

by the patient and physical therapist.

Van der Burgt and Verhulst emphasize that a behavioral change can only be achieved after fulfillment

Step 4: Being able

of a number of conditions first.2 In the process they

The patient must be able to perform the desired beha-

distinguish six steps, with a behavioral change as the

vior. Necessary functions and skills must be practiced.

final step. This final step cannot be taken if the prece-

It is important that the physical therapist determines

ding steps have not been taken.

which practical problems the patient expects and
decides how they will be overcome.

Step 1: Being open
The physical therapist adapts the methods used to

Step 5: Doing

suit the perceptions, expectations, questions and

This step covers the actual performance of the new

concerns of the patient. Important are the patient’s

behavior. The physical therapist makes a clear, con-

main concerns and which concerns limit the patient’s

crete and realistic agreement with the patient and sets

ability to be open to new information on behavioral

concrete goals. If possible, positive feedback is given.

change? It is possible that the patient is aware of the
positive consequences of the behavioral change, but

Step 6: Keep on doing

that he has no positive expectations of the behavio-

The patient must to continue to perform the learned

ral change. It is possible that the patient thinks that

behavior after treatment has ended. During therapy,

the benefits do not apply to him. It is also possible

the physical therapist will discuss with the patient

that the patient thinks he is not capable to show the

whether continuation is possible. It is important to

desired behavior.3

know what the possibilities are, what encourages
the patient, and whether there are any short-term or
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long-term gains. The physical therapist should deter-

•

exercise principles;

mine what helps the patient get back on track after a

•

exercise effects and exercise goals;

‘dip’ in motivation.

•

exercise methods;

It is important that certain characteristics of the

•

pain scales;

patient are taken into consideration, such as:

•

risk factors cardiovascular diseases, decrease risk

255.locus of control: the degree of influence the
patient believes he has over the situation;

behavior;
•

1.attribution: the factors that the patient believes are

what a patient can do on his own and the value of
a healthy lifestyle;

having an influence on his life situation.

•

Dutch standard of Healthy Moving;

1.Coping: how the patient reacts to important inci-

•

diary;

dents in his life;

•

signs of overload (heart, muscles and joints);

2.Emotional state: the patient’s current emotional

•

feet and skin care;

state may temporarily prevent him or her being open

•

influence of smoking on the physical performance

to new information. Emotional state may also determine the way the patient deals with the situation.
A professional approach to providing patient educa-

ability, the maximum (pain free) walking distance;
•

do’s and don’ts;

•

FAQ’s

•

when the patient has to contact the primary care

(Frequently asked questions)

physician.

tion involves understanding all factors that can have
a positive or negative influence on bringing about the
(desired) behavioral change.

Other information
In addition to the list above there are subjects that

Analysis of the need for information

should be addressed but which are not directly rela-

Formulating the education plan starts with an analy-

ted to the physical therapeutic activities. The physical

sis of the patient’s need for information, which was

therapist assesses on the basis of a checklist if the

identified during history taking. This is about what

patient needs information on the following subjects:

the patient already knows and which information the

•

Information on the disorder; what is peripheral
arterial diseases, intermittent claudication (causes,

patient still needs or needs again.

symptoms);
Information by the physical therapist

•

prognostic factors, course of the disorder;

The physical therapist is primarily focused the sub-

•

risks for CVA, myocardial infarction;

jects which are important for the physical therapeutic

•

diagnostics;

diagnosis, the treatment, and what is necessary to

•

ankle-arm index, Doppler-echocardiographs,

develop an active lifestyle. In addition the physical

duplex-angiographs, magnetic resonance-angio-

therapist checks if the patient needs information on

graphs;

other areas to prevent that important subjects are not

•

treadmill test;

sufficiently addressed.

•

therapy: different possibilities;

Subjects that should certainly be addressed by the

•

•
•

walking exercise, possibly in combination with
medication;

information of the physical therapist are:
what happens during exertion that induces pain

•

percutaneous transluminal angioplasty

during walking;

•

surgery.

walking exercise, goal, instructions (intensity,
condition, posture, pain limit, signs of overload,

For this information a good agreement with other

speed, distance, duration, footwear, pack), aids

disciplines is necessary.

(such as step-counter), coaching, pain free walking

•

distance (variations),exercise tolerance/exercise

Realization of the information process

limitations, if necessary medication (kind, dosage,

It depends on the subject if the information process

side effects), notification at thrombosis clinic;

will be individually or in a group. This will be asses-

information material, such as brochure/video

sed by the physical therapist. In general the informa-

material

tion on the disorder, prognostic factors, diagnostics
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and different treatment alternatives can be provided
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